AGENDA
CUMBERLAND TOWN COUNCIL MEETING
Cumberland Town Hall
Monday, December 10, 2007
6:30 p.m. – WORKSHOP
To meet with Library Advisory Board to discuss Saturday Library hours during summer months.
7:00 p.m. – CALL TO ORDER
I. APPROVAL OF MINUTES
November 26, 2007
II. MANAGER’S REPORT
III. PUBLIC DISCUSSION
IV. LEGISLATION AND POLICY
07 – 167. To hold a Public Hearing to consider and act on amendments to the Cumberland
Shellfish Ordinance, including license allocations for 2008.
07 – 168. To hold a Public Hearing to consider and act on Greely High School Swimming
Pool License renewal for calendar year 2008.
07 – 169. To hold a Public Hearing to consider and act on a Liquor License, Mobile Vending
Cart License and Special Amusement Permit application for Val Halla Golf Course for the
period January 31, 2008 through January 31, 2009.
07 – 170. To hold a Public Hearing to consider and act on establishment of Route 100 TIF
District. TABLED
07 – 171. To authorize rebates under the FY08 Senior Circuit Breaker Program.
07 – 172. To consider adoption of a new policy to refund motor vehicle excise tax credits.

07 – 173. To consider and act on a municipal Warrant For Unlicensed Dog Owners/Keepers.
07 – 174. To consider and act on cancellation of December 24, 2007 Town Council meeting.
V. NEW BUSINESS
– Board/Committee appointments for terms expiring December 31, 2007.
VI. EXECUTIVE SESSION – pursuant to M.R.S.A. Title 1 § 405(6)(c) re: real property.

MINUTES
CUMBERLAND TOWN COUNCIL MEETING
Cumberland Town Hall

Monday, November 26, 2007
7:00 p.m.

CALL TO ORDER

Present: Chairman Porter, Councilors Copp, Storey-King, Turner, Perfetti, Stiles and Moriarty.
I.
APPROVAL OF MINUTES
November 12, 2007
Motion by Councilor Stiles; seconded by Councilor Turner, to approve as presented.
VOTE:
UNANIMOUS PASSAGE 5-0-2 (Councilors Copp and Perfetti abstaining).
II.
MANAGE
EPO
Harris Road culvert project Storey Brothers Construction are Sup
.T
constructed Coffer
Dams on Harris Road in one day. The previous culvert on Harris Road was a 48 and 36-inch culvert that
handled only 1/3 of the water capacity that was coming from Tuttle Road. For years, this has been a
maintenance headache. Because of the Patriots Day storm, FEMA gave us some mitigation money to
replace it. The replacement is a 10 x 6 foot concrete box. 29 hours after the beginning of the job, water is
flowing through and the road is ready for re-paving. People on Harris Road were able to use the road on
Monday evening. Storey Brothers did an amazing job. Tom Moulton coordinated the paving and did a
great job as well.
III.
PUBLIC DISCUSSION
Mark Robinson stated that many in town were pleased when Bill Shane was hired as Town Manager. As
,
B
. H
,
,
he was a member of the evil empire a NY Yankees fan. Mr. Robinson was informed that at a recent
town gathering, Mr. Shane had been approached by numerous town employees who prevailed on him to
become a member of Red Sox Nation. He did so by agreeing to sign a notarized document pledging his
allegiance to the Red Sox. Mr. Robinson presented a Red Sox flag to Mr. Shane.
IV.

LEGISLATION AND POLICY

07 - 155

To authorize the Code Enforcement Officer to enter into a Consent
Decree for property located at 63 Tuttle Road.
Town Manager Shane reviewed the Consent Decree with the council and explained that the building at 63
Tuttle Road was built
, meaning that it missed the setback by several feet.
Code Enforcement Officer Bill Longley has worked with the applicant to draft the decree and staff
supports and recommends approval of the decree. This action by the Council
them with this set back violation.
Councilor Storey-King pointed out that this is not a willful neglect of property boundaries, but rather a
result of corrected surveys.
Councilor Turner asked for clarification that this is 7 feet from the rear set back, which is normally 75
feet.
Councilor Moriarty verified with Jennifer Daigle that she supports and consents to the terms of the decree.
Ms. Daigle agreed.
Motion by Councilor Storey-King; seconded by Councilor Copp, to authorize the Code Enforcement
Officer to enter into a consent decree with Jennifer L. Daigle for the property located at 63 Tuttle Road,
map R02B, Lot 01.
VOTE:

UNAN IMOUS PASSAGE 7-0

07

156

To hear a report from Regional Planning Representatives re: update on school
consolidation.
Mark Fortin thanked the Council for the opportunity to
. It has been a great
pleasure serving with the hardworking, dynamic group. We are fast approaching the December 1st
deadline to submit a plan. The plan is not complete but it will be submitted unfinished, at the request of
Commissioner, Sue Gendron. Y
C
& Falmouth. I
S
,
ere, it may
.H
situation
. The other end of the bridge is a cliff, and we can jump it, but
. The template that the committee was given to
form this RSU, is basically a financial statement. He feels that we are not selling to our citizens the
potential of what this new regional school committee could be. There is a hearing on 11/27 in the Council
Chambers @ 6:30 to give people the opportunity to ask questions and voice their input.
There will be some savings, but initially it will be small. The fact is, there is so much overlap of contracts,
administration, transition costs. etc. In the end, there will be hefty savings that people see.
Councilor Perfetti asked if there is potential consideration of a funding formula by population.
Mr. Fortin said that it is his understanding that the State wants the Committee to have per pupil cost
broken down.
Councilor Perfetti added that, in his opinion, a per pupil cost is one-step away from charging families per
pupil.
Councilor Storey-King clarified that is only a small portion of the total budget, only the portion that local
communities agree to spend beyond what the State will subsidize, beyond essential programs and services.
Councilor Turner added that everyone worked well together, but he was bothered by the assumption put
forth that cost savings
to the public. He hoped the public will come to the forum with their ideas.
Chairman Porter reminded the public that the forum would be held on 11/27/07 @ 6:30 p.m. in the
Cumberland Council Chambers and will be televised on local channel 2.
07 157 To hear a report from Farmers Market re: Yuletide Market.
Leslie Fitzgerald, on behalf of the Cumberland Farmers Market, thanked the Council for the opportunity
to speak on this item. The Farmers Market is requesting permission to hold their Annual Yule Market on
Sunday, December 16th from 3:30 6:30 p.m.
They have changed the location this year because of wet conditions and lack of parking at the commons.
Permission has been granted from the SAD to hold it this year in front of the Geiger Gymnasium, which is
located in front of the old Junior High School.
Chairman Porter said that since permission has been granted from the SAD, the Farmers Market is all set.
He is happy to see that this market is continuing.
Town Manager Shane explained this item was brought forward primarily to get the word out to the
public about when the Market was being held, since people have been calling Town Hall inquiring. This
event does not reach the threshold for a Mass Gathering Permit. He encouraged everyone to come to this
great event and support their efforts.
07

158

To consider and act on abatement request for property known as Map R02, Lot 2, located
at 6 Mackworth Lane.
Town Manager Shane explained that the actual address is -4 Mackworth Lane, not 6. When the property
cards came to the Tax A
s office from the developer, they were listed with full basements when in
fact they were built on slabs. Last year, when the Tax Assessor sent out a letter in preparation of
revaluation, it was discovered and the homeowners came in and spoke to the Assessor. The Assessor
T
C
. At the last
meeting, the Town Council granted two similar homes, in the same circumstance, abatements.

Gracia Largay spoke on her own behalf. Her neighbors clearly defined the rationale behind the request at
the last Council meeting, and she hopes that she will be given the same consideration and approval. She
thanked the Council for putting this item on the agenda.
Motion by Councilor Perfetti; seconded by Councilor Moriarty, to grant an abatement of $855.68 for
property know as Map R02, Lot 2 located at 4 Mackworth Lane.
VOTE:

UNAN IMOUS PASSAGE 7-0

07 159 To hold a Public Hearing to consider and act on Sewer Amnesty Program.
Town Manager Shane said that over the last several meetings we have been trying to encourage more
users on the sewer system. With the current system at less than 1,000 users, it is difficult when large
increases in sewer rates are impacted. The Manager is looking for a consideration of the suspension of the
sewer connection permit fees, either partially or completely. When a sewer was being extended into a
neighborhood, the homeowners were approached and told that it would cost the town $100,000 to extend
the sewer to their neighborhood; if there are 20 neighbors, it would cost each of them $5000. A great
majority agreed to it although there was nothing binding. The town put in the sewer and was reimbursed
as sewer connection permits were issued. In the years that followed, many of the homeowners were
paying ready to serve fees, but were not yet connected to the system. Approximately 100 users have been
identified as not paying the ready to serve fee. Those residents will be advised by letter that they must pay
this monthly fee. The second part is to encourage people to connect to the system. A sewer bill has two
parts: 1) consumption and 2) ready to serve fee (the flat fee that everyone pays). There are approximately
6 different areas that have sewer connection permit fees that range from $2000 - $8000. By waiving the
fees for 2-3 years, the Manager is hopeful that will encourage people to connect into the system and share
some of the costs with current users on the system. The sewer fees have doubled in the last 3-4 years and
by expanding the connection throughout the Town, it will help flatten out the curve a little bit. There will
still be annual increases, 2-5% compared to an average of 17% each year for the last 3 years. We have
capacity for more line extensions, but that will be based on where the Council deems it necessary for
environmental purposes or controlled growth.
Chairman Porter asked if Route One should be included in the amnesty program. Town Manager Shane
said that program only applies to residential units and there are no Route One units that would benefit
other than commercial. He would not recommend commercial be included in the program. Any residential
construction moving forward would not be eligible for the amnesty program, as they will have no choice
but to hook up.
Councilor Turner said that if a resident chooses not to hook up to the sewer and sells their house just
before the amnesty program is over, it is their responsibility to pass on to the new owner tha
done that. It could have some consequences as far as negotiating the sale of their house. Councilor Turner
asked if it is accurate that the Town owns 30% of the Falmouth plant.
Town Manager Shane said that is correct. It is an enterprise fund, set up to be paid for in its entirety, by
. I
,
T
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,
T
C
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Councilor Stiles asked what the current fee money is used for.
Town Manager Shane said that it was intended to pay for the construction and to set up a reserve account
to pay for maintenance of the system.
Councilor Stiles asked if connection fees are waived for 2 3 years, would it affect the sewer rates.
Town Manager Shane said no, because the existing users of the system had to pay for those line
.A
,
the rate of increase.
Councilor Moriarty asked if the fees are reduced or waived, would there be any impact on the taxpayers.
Town Manager Shane said that there would not be any impact on taxpayers.
Jim Guidi said that he owns 20 connection permits at $2000 each and is concerned that if the permit fee is
eliminated and the Town went to a connection fee only, he would lose the money that he already spent on
permit fees. Town Manager Shane said that Route One North and South would be exempt, so this
. Councilor Moriarty pointed out that Mr.Guidi owns sewer user units and this
program has nothing to do with sewer user units.

Bob Simonds said that the enterprise fund has expended money for all of the extensions and asked what
percentage of that expenditure has been paid back through these fees. Town Manager Shane explained that
in the past the fund had been operating at a loss and held on the books as a deficit. That deficit has been
made up by increasing the rates by 17% for the last 3 years. The Town is ultimately responsible, but paid
back through increased revenues each year.
Motion by Councilor Moriarty; seconded by Councilor Stiles, that for a period of two years, the
connection permits are reduced for the first 6 extensions, in the amount of 75%.
Councilor Perfetti suggested a plan at 100% for a shorter time period.
Councilor Storey-King suggested 100% for one year and 50% for year two.
Councilor Moriarty withdrew his original motion
Motion by Councilor Storey-King; seconded by Councilor Perfetti, to grant a sewer amnesty program for
100% in year one, effective immediately, through 12/31/08. In 2009 an amnesty program of 75%, and
beginning in 2010, revert to present fee or $4000, whichever is higher.
VOTE:

UNAN IMOUS PASSAGE 7-0

Town Manager Shane then explained that the pumping stations throughout town are also paid through the
enterprise fund. He asked to Council to consider, during budget deliberations, funding the maintenance of
pumping stations.
Connie Bingham of Harris Road said that she is among those people who would love to have sewer, but
does not. Being in a ready to serve position is a significant economic benefit. She is speaking on behalf
of those property owners in the rural areas of town; those areas that everybody in town wants to keep the
way
.D
.
Perhaps this item should be looked at by the Comp Plan Committee since the sewer is related to growth
policy.
Bob Simonds of Bruce Hill Road said that many factors went into the zoning and
property, and the decisions that were made to extend those sewers and how they were going to be paid for.
Councilor Turner said that this user paid for
s to be done
about it. At least a partial funding of maintenance of pump stations would
. I
that whatever fix is put on this thing, is a final fix.
No action taken.
07

160 To hold a Public Hearing to consider and act on Greenlaw Salvage 2007/2008
junkyard/recycler permit renewal.
Code Enforcement Officer, Bill Longley made a presentation to the Council on the history of Greenlaw
Salvage as follows: Over the past year, several inspections were made at 1 Longwoods Road, owned by
Mr. Thomas Greenlaw. On September, 27, 2007 Mr. Longley presented Mr. Greenlaw a memo stating the
items that were going to be necessary (for his license renewal) and why. On 10/11/07, Mr. Longley and
the DEP inspected the property with Mr. Greenlaw present. On 10/25/07, Mr. Greenlaw met with Mr.
Longley and Town Clerk, Nadeen Daniels, to review the process of public notice and his application
requirements. Mr. Longley received a copy of the Letter of Warning from the DEP to Mr. Greenwood.
Mr. Longley showed the Council photos attached to the DEP memo. Photos included fluid stored in
unlabeled containers, general disorganization, demolition debris, Harris Road entrance gate open while
facility was vacant, tires stored (DEP letter of warning required that the tires be removed from the site).
Memo dated 11/15/07 listed a timeline of the history reviewed court document from 1988 indicating that
upon multiple renewal processes, there were deficiencies found in the previous years conditions. Court
document CV-88-80 stated that no more than 4 uninspected or unregistered vehicles are allowed outside
the screened auto graveyard or visible on Longwoods Road at any time; none of the vehicles mentioned
previously shall remain outside the screened area for more than 60 days (a truck that has been there for
close to one year). Civil Docket # CV-85-382 states that the following conditions must be met within a 5
week period: (a) all junkyard and/or automobile activity at 1 Longwoods Road in the Town of
Cumberland shall be placed behind the existing screening fence which is approximately 150 feet from the

road; (b) all junkyard and equipment used in connection with the junkyard and/or automobile graveyard
operation at 1 Longwoods Road shall be placed behind the existing screening fence which is
approximately 150 feet from the road; (c) the existing screening fence shall be altered or replaced by a
fence which acts as a screen for the junkyard and/or automobile graveyard constructed in accordance with
the fencing requirements of the DOT, Chapter 202, Regulations for Screening Junkyards; (d) a screening
fence constructed in accordance with fencing requirements of the DOT, Chapter 202, Regulations for
Screening Junkyards, shall be placed from the rear northeast corner of the dwelling to the northeast
;( )
this operation shall be removed and placed within the confines of the property of Thomas Greenlaw; (f)
submission of a completed application for the operation of a junkyard or automobile graveyard to the
Town Council together with all required fees. Mr. Longley said none of these conditions are being met
today, based on his recent inspections.
Based on State junkyard/recycler requirements and inspections by Mr. Longley, Mr. Greenwood has:
fencing violations, operating standards (fluid storage) violation, log maintenance violation, fluid &
mercury switch removal violation, storage & disposal of fluids violation, demonstration of viability no
evidence of business viability (or at least very little) has been witnessed by Mr. Longley. The DEP Letter
of Warning cited 3 items: (1) the organization of the facility, (2) removal of all tires, and (3) proper
notification to the DEP of all spills.
Russell Lunt of O
R
M .G
. Mr. Lunt
never noticed that this salvage yard was there and he travels Route 9 every day. I
, not a
resort. It is what a junkyard is supposed to look like . H
to see someone who has worked
hard and lived in this community for a long time be driven out.
Chairman Porter asked Town Attorney Cole to give the Council guidance as to their rights and
responsibilities with this application hearing.
Attorney Cole advised the Council that before they can grant or deny the permit, they have to identify the
factual issues that lead them to either decision.
Councilor Moriarty suggested referring to the State statute, addressing the statutory violations that Mr.
Longley has pointed out, and go one by one to see if the Council finds that said violations exist.
Council Stiles to Attorney Cole
Attorney Cole
It is
C

there is not

is there a definition of a viable business?

the legislature was trying to differentiate between a business and a hobbyist.
business, or simply a debris area.

Councilor Moriarty began with the first statutory violation cited by Mr. Longley, Title30A, §3754-A, subparagraph 1, dealing with fencing. The statutory requirement is that a junkyard/auto graveyard be kept
entirely screened from ordinary view by natural objects, plantings or fences. In the event that a fence is
used, it must be properly maintained and well constructed. Councilor Moriarty said that from Route 9 you
can see major gaps in the fence planking; it is not intact or properly maintained, therefore, not properly
screening the junkyard as it is required to.
Councilor Stiles asked what the fencing is like on the Harris Road side? Mr. Longley said that the gate is
left open and in disrepair.
Thomas Greenlaw said that the Harris Road gate was left open because he just took a load out. The
boards do blow off the fence and he has repaired all the boards that were down. Mr. Greenlaw said that the
DEP letter is not accurate. It states that
ntinue to bring in these materials for burning or
It was dumped there illegally by somebody and Mr. Greenlaw paid to have it removed. He
er, ever hauled waste or demolition of any kind
. He has bought 4 4
his fence. The pile of wood is generated from the property (except for the pallets). The two leaking

containers of fluid one was empty and the other contained vegetable oil. The container was not full and
it was not leaking. Tires have been cleaned up. The Fire Department came and inspected accessibility
no problems found. The vehicles on his property are all registered or belong to his brother or son his
business is scrap metal, not automobiles. He feels that it is hidden from ordinary view. He does not and
,
.
Chairman Porter said that he
M .G
about for the past 3 5 years is not there. That needs to be addressed and has not been addressed in the
past. There are tires in front of his facility. None of the documentation that Mr. Greenlaw claims to have
turned in to the Town have been received. There is a clear report from the Code Enforcement Officer and
the DEP.
Mr. Greenlaw said that he plans to have a meeting with the DEP because the report is not factual. He
claims that he has never hauled demolition. The tires outside are new tires that his son is selling. He has
been more than willing to do what is asked of him.
Councilor Turner said that he has driven by Route 9 on numerous
junkyard most of the time. There are other problems, potential spills, business viability, etc. Councilor
Turner has a problem with the DEP letter as well the 11/13/07 DEP letter stated I opted for a letter of
warning rather than a violation for a couple of
;
I
. T
11/09/07
I
ntainers of
waste oil or other fluids scattered throughout the property
. Those two things
e and he has trouble with the viability of the DEP letter.
Councilor Perfetti said that he feels that the DEP
this issue since the DEP cannot shut it down.

to the Council to do something about

Councilor Storey-King said that she is bothered by the fact that the court ruling 22 years ago stated that
the maintenance of the fence is required and it is still an issue today.
Councilor Moriarty said that the first item to deal with is the Longwoods Road fence issue, and if the
Council feels that it entirely screens the property and is well maintained. The fencing is currently is not
properly maintained and the junkyard is not entirely screened.
Moved by Councilor Moriarty; seconded by Councilor Perfetti that the Council find that Greenlaw
Salvage is not in compliance with Title 30-A M.R.S.A., Section 3754-A(1)(A), in that the fence along
Longwoods Road does not entirely screen the junkyard from ordinary view from the highway and that the
fence has not been properly maintained.
VOTE:

UNANIMOUS PASSAGE 7-0

Councilor Moriarty said that next item pointed out by Mr. Longley, deals with Section 3754-A, subparagraph 5, Operating Standards (a) fluids: allegations of some fluids being discharged onto the ground
M.L
DEP
, unlabeled
containers of waste oil or other fluids scattered throughout the property, some of which were actively
. T
be limited to the discharge of fluids.
Councilor Stiles asked Mr. Longley to explain why the DEP letter stated that there were not numerous
leaking containers. Were there multiple containers around or only the two or three that were noted?

Mr. Longley said that while he was on the property with the DEP, there were numerous spots on the
ground. Mr. Long
DEP
. M.G
. T DEP
M.
Greenlaw that the stained soils indicated that a spill had occurred and it should have been reported to the
DEP and they would have required that the soils be cleaned up in a manner that would not have allowed it
to continue to seep into the ground. There were multiple containers and in the 30 minutes that they were
there, they did not identify what the containers held, they just noted that there were multiple, unlabeled
containers.
Councilor Perfetti said that the DEP letter stated that Mr. Greenlaw perhaps did not know the rules. Not
knowing the rules is no excuse.
Chairman Porter asked Mr. Longley if unlabeled containers with fluids in them is a violation? Mr.
Longley said that it is a requirement that containers be properly labeled.
C
T
M.L
found. He does have a problem with the way th
DEP
testimony that the containers are not being handled properly.

as seen and
e. There is however, ample

Councilor Storey-King asked Mr. Greenlaw why he stores vegetable oil outside. Mr. Greenlaw
compost he recycles everything.
Moved by Councilor Moriarty; seconded by Councilor Perfetti that the Council find, based on the
testimony of Mr. Longley and the Letter of Warning from the Maine DEP dated 11/09/07, and with
specific reference to that portion of the letter regarding observations of containers of waste oil and other
fluids which were in poor condition and which were actively leaking, that Greenlaw Salvage is in
violation of Title 30-A, M.R.S.A. Section 3754-A(5)(A), for failure to have properly handled fluids in
such a manner as to prevent leakage, flowage or discharge into or onto the ground.
VOTE:

UNANIMOUS PASSAGE 7-0

Councilor Moriarty said the next item that the Council would address is the maintenance of a log of motor
vehicles to include the dates of removal of fluids, refrigerants, batteries and so forth. He was going to ask
Mr. Greenlaw about the logs, but he left. He said in his testimony that he has not maintained logs of motor
vehicles. To Mr. Longley what is your understanding of the maintenance of any logs of motor vehicles,
which includes the dates of removal of fluids, refrigerants, batteries & switches? Mr. Longley Mr.
Greenlaw has no logs based on his previous testimony. He was asked to produce logs in the 09/27/07
meeting as part of his application (Councilor Storey-King also asked for them), but has never produced
them.
Councilor Stiles has had discussions with people that have said that cars have appeared there and the
fact the family members do work there occasionally is concerning as well.
Chairman Porter even if he has vehicles there for scrap, he is required to maintain a log.
Councilor Copp typically, every car generates 5 tires. In order for him to accumulate that many tires, he
has to be taking in cars because he
there because there is a cost to
dispose of junk tires.
Moved by Councilor Moriarty; seconded by Councilor Copp, that the Council find, based on the testimony
of Mr. Greenlaw on 11/26/07, that he did not and has not maintained a log and based upon his failure to
have produced any sort of log upon request, that Greenlaw Salvage is in violation of Title 30-A M.R.S.A.
Section 3754-A (5)(E), and more specifically for the reason that a log of all motor vehicles acquired has

not been produced and that a log reflecting the date or dates on which all fluids, refrigerants, batteries and
switches were removed, has not been kept or produced.
VOTE:

UNAN IMOUS PASSAGE 7-0

Councilor Moriarty said that the next item is the viability of the business, an issue raised by Mr. Longley.
Mr. Greenlaw was asked to produce Federal and State tax information for the past 3 years. He produced a
Schedule C, a statement of business income for the tax year 2006. The remainder of that tax return was not
produced, including the 1st & 2nd
1040. W
,
,
receipt of business income. Mr. Greenlaw has not met his statutory burden of proving that he is, in fact, a
viable business entity.
Councilor Perfetti said that Mr. Greenlaw admitted in his testimony that he does not do much business
there.
Moved by Councilor Moriarty; seconded by Councilor Perfetti, that the Council find that Greenlaw
Salvage is in violation of Title 30-A M.R.S.A. Section 3754-A(5)(D), because thus far Greenlaw Salvage
has not submitted sufficient proof to permit the Council to find that it is a viable business entity, actively
engaged in the business of salvaging, recycling, dismantling, processing, repairing or rebuilding junk or
vehicles for the purpose of sale or trade.
VOTE:

UNAN IMOUS PASSAGE 7-0

Councilor Moriarty to Attorney Cole

does the Council need to refer to either of the two court orders?

A
C
,
the Council. In terms of
those court orders, a current violation of them does not relate to the statue that is in place now. The
findings that the Council made tonight relate to the current statute, which was adopted in 2005. The
statute states
M
O
/
automobile gravey /
5 . T C
found four reasons that it does not meet those standards. Based on those findings, the Council can now
move on and have a motion to deny or approve, so it is clear what the final action by the Council was.
Councilor Moriarty to Attorney Cole some of the findings can be cured (repairing the fence, producing
proof of income, etc.). The one thing that cannot be cured is the logs, because the logs were not kept.
What happens in these types of cases where logs were not kept, but would be in the future?
Attorney Cole in the event of a denial where an appeal is filed, the court looks for a reasonable
resolution to bring the business into compliance rather than close it. The stronger argument in this
1985
1988
. I
20
are continuing.
Bob Simonds, Bruce Hill Road is concerned about the liquids. This is a significant issue.
What are the options of the Council to determine what those liquids are?
Councilor Moriarty said that in the state statute, there is a right of entry, which gives Municipal Officers
or their designee the opportunity to enter onto premises to make observations, etc. The statute also says
that parts and materials associated with the operation of the junkyard do not have to be removed until 90
days after all appeals are exhausted.
Councilor Copp if he is denied,
operate a business there?

he continues to

Attorney Cole the Town has no liability for what might be there, but the Town has a sort of public
policy liability if the license is denied, to make sure that something happens there. The CEO would have
to monitor if it is being cleaned up or being operated.

Moved by Councilor Perfetti; seconded by Councilor Turner to deny Greenlaw Salvage a
Junkyard/Recycler permit, effective immediately, pursuant to the findings of fact as noted in the minutes.
VOTE:

UNAN IMOUS PASSAGE 7-0

Attorney Cole advised incorporating findings into a letter signed by Code Enforcement Officer Longley of
Chairman Porter, as a final determination.
Town Manager Shane thanked Bill Longley for his hard work in pulling all the info together for this item.
07 161 To consider an act on a Resolution of Support for the Downeaster Train.
Town Manager Shane explained that the Downeaster is looking for community support and continued
funding. They are up against a funding crunch from the State and Federal Government. They are looking
for support for passenger rail service between Portland and Boston and further future expansion.
Moved by Councilor Perfetti; seconded by Councilor Turner to table this item.
Councilor Turner feels that there is not enough information to make a decision to endorse this item or not.
Councilor Turner withdrew his second to the motion.
Councilor Moriarty said that we all understand what passenger rail transportation is about, and this
resolution has economic development implications for the area. This rail line would pass through
Cumberland on its way to Brunswick. He feels that mass transit is on its way to Maine, even though it
may not be for some time. It promotes fuel conservation, combats global warming, etc. This could have
T
.I
require local dollars or tax money. We are simply supporting the concept
of passenger rail transportation in Maine and the expansion of the existing service a little bit further north.
Councilor Stiles said that he agrees with everything that Councilor Moriarty stated, but does not want it in
the form of a resolution. An endorsement of the idea by the Council is a better way to show support.
Motion by Councilor Moriarty; seconded by Councilor Stiles that the Town Council endorse operating
support and expansion of the existing Downeaster Passenger Rail Service through the Town of
Cumberland to Brunswick and that we encourage the legislature and our congressional delegation to work
on its behalf.
VOTE:

5

2 (Councilors Perfetti and Porter opposed.)

07 162 To appoint members to Doane Property Development Committee.
Moved by Councilor Moriarty; seconded by Councilor Storey-King to appoint the following to the Doane
Property Development Committee: April Caron, Jeff Daigle, Dave Finnegan, Kathleen Lynch, George
Liam Russell, John Stroud, Pam Russell and Bill Ward.
VOTE:

UNAN IMOUS PASSAGE 7-0

07 163 To set a Public Hearing date (12/10) to consider and act on Greely High School Swimming
Pool License renewal for calendar year 2008.
Motion by Councilor Moriarty; seconded by Councilor Copp to set a Public Hearing date of December
10th to consider and act on renewal of Greely High School Swimming Pool License for calendar year
2008.
VOTE:

UNAN IMOUS PASSAGE 7-0

07 164 To set a Public Hearing date (12/10) to consider and act on a Liquor License, Mobile
Vending Cart License and Special Amusement Permit application for Val Halla Golf Course for the
period January 31, 2008 through January 31, 2009.
Moved by Councilor Stiles; seconded by Councilor Perfetti to set a Public Hearing date of December 10th
to consider and act on Liquor License, Mobile Vending Cart License and Special Amusement Permit
application for Val Halla Golf Course for the period of January 31, 2008 through January 31, 2009.
VOTE:

UNAN IMOUS PASSAGE 7-0

07 165 To set a Public Hearing date (12/10) re: amendments to current Shellfish Ordinance,
including a decrease in license allocations for 2008.
Moved by Councilor Perfetti; seconded by Councilor Turner to set a Public Hearing date of December 10th
to consider and act on amendments to the Cumberland Shellfish Ordinance and to set license allocations
for 2008.
VOTE:

UNAN IMOUS PASSAGE 7-0

07 166 To set a Public Hearing date (12/10) re: establishment of Route 100 TIF District.
Moved by Councilor Stiles; seconded by Councilor Copp to set a Public Hearing date of December 10th to
consider and act on establishment of a Route 100 TIF District.
IV.

NEW BUSINESS
Councilor Copp: reminded the public that they can sponsor a flag on Main Street. Contact Brenda
Stiffler at Town Hall or Fire Chief Dan Small. Info is also posted on the Town website.
Councilor Perfetti: None
Councilor Storey-King: asked for more info on the Time Warner Cable increase, encouraging the
public to look at their bill and make sure they know what they are paying for and if they are using
every service being billed.
Councilor Turner: encouraged the public to attend the school reorganization public hearing on
11/27/07 at 6:30 p.m. in the Cumberland Council Chambers.
Chairman Porter: Cumberland/No.Yarmouth Lions Club citrus sale. Proceeds allow seniors to go
to college and project graduation. $140,000 has been raised to date. Ken Larrabee, of the
Yarmouth Shopping Notes, passed away. He was somebody that set the tone in the state for
individual thinking. The state and the country will be a weaker place without Ken in it.
Councilor Stiles: Reminded the public that the regular hunting season is over, but the muzzleloading season is going on for another two weeks. Came close to hitting a deer on Range Road
please drive carefully especially at night.
Councilor Moriarty: Sport Shoe Center, Maine Marathon sent the Town a letter of thanks for its
assistance in making the marathon possible.
Town Manager Shane: Time Warner Cable announced their rate increases. Consumers will be
getting increase notices included in their bill.
PROP General Assistance program grant through CDBG for helping with homeless initiative.
Maurice Jefferies runs the GA program in Cumberland. He is at Town Hall every Wednesday from
9 11 a.m. This is a service that is available to all residents of Cumberland County and people
should take advantage of this service if they are in need. Maurice has made a tremendous
difference.

V.

ADJOURNMENT
Moved by Councilor Stiles; seconded by Councilor Storey-King to adjourn.
VOTE:
UNAN IMOUS PASSAGE 7-0
Meeting adjourned at 11:08 p.m.
Respectfully submitted,
Brenda Stiffler
Executive Assistant

ITEM
07-167
To hold a Public Hearing to consider and act on
amend1nents to current Shellfish Ordinance, including
license allocations for 2008.
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CuMBERLAND,

MAINE

290 Tuttle Road
Cumberland

Center, Maine 04021-9321

Telephone (207) 829-5559

• Fax (207) 829-2214

November 29, 2007
Mr. Jeffrey Porter, Chairman
Town Council
290 Tuttle Road
Cumberland, Maine 04021

Re: 2008 Shellfish Licenses Recommendation

Dear Councilor Porter:
On Thursday, November 29, 2007 the Cumberland Shellfish Commission by unanimous
vote pursuant to the Town of Cumberland Shellfish Conservation Ordinance Section
116.2 recommends:
The Town Council adopt an Alternative Licensing Procedure which shall establish no
limits on recreational licenses and set the initial non recreational license at 25 (twentyfive) until such time 250(two-hundred and fifty) resident recreational licenses have been
issued. After 250 (two-hundred and fifty) residential recreational licenses have been
issued, 1 (one) non- resident recreational license shall be made available for every 10
(ten) additional resident recreational licenses sold. Additionally, no commercial licenses
shall be issued for Calendar year 2008 because of the "soft-shell clam survey" results
provide by the Department of Marine Resources which recommends only 3 (three)
Commercial licenses or 161 (one hundred and sixty-one) recreational license be issued.
The Commission further recommends that 8 (eight) resident recreational and 2 (two) nonresident recreational monthly licenses be issued.

2008 Calendar Year Shellfish Allocation
Unlimited
25

8
2
0

resident recreational licenses
non-resident recreational licenses
monthly resident licenses
monthly non-resident licenses
Commercial Licenses

This allocation policy has received a preliminary endorsement from the Department of
Marine Resources pending your public hearing vote.

Should the Town Council decide not to accept the Alternative Licensing Procedure, the
Commission recommends the following:

Alternative - 2008 Calendar Year Shellfish Allocation
200
20
8
2
0

resident recreational licenses
non-resident recreational licenses
monthly resident licenses
monthly non-resident licenses
Commercial Licenses

I will be unable to attend your December 10, 2007 Public Hearing on the allocations and
recommended changes to the ordinance. Mike Brown, member of the Shellfish
Commission, will be present to review the recommended changes and answer questions
related to the new structure and the ordinance changes.
Sincerely,

Thomas Peterson, Chairman
Cumberland, Shellfish Commission

cc:

Don Card, Department of Marine Resources
Nadeen Daniel, Town Clerk
Cumberland Shellfish Commission
Chief Joseph Charron, Cumberland Police Department

SHELLFISH CONSERVATION COMMISSION
Proposed Ordinance Changes for 2008
Section

Title

ProposedChanges

112

CONTENTS OF THE APPLICATION

Clarified that physical address must be used on the Shellfish application

113

MISREPRESENTATION

None

114

LICENSE EXPIRATIONDATE

None

115

RECIPROCALHARVESTINGPRIVILEGES

None

116

NUMBERS OF LICENSESAND NOTICE
OF PERIOD OF ISSUANCE

Removed Town Clerk notification allowing it to be handled by the Town Council
Removed commercial digging reference due to its contradictory and redundant nature
Changed the period of issuance to calendar year per past Town Council decree
Changed the open issuance date to March 31st to reflect state law (90 days)
Provided a qualifier to the use of the alternative licensing procedure in section 116.7
Added language to support an open licensing process similar to other communities

117

OPENING AND CLOSING OF FLATS

Changed language to allow this~to occur in coordination with DMR

118

MINIMUM LEGAL SIZE OF SOFTSHELL CLAMS

Will provide rings through the volunteer program as an-educational toof

119

METHOD OF DETERMINING TOLER.\NCE

None

120

SHELLFISH CONSERVATIONCOMMISSION

Increased Commission size to seven as provided for by the Town Council

121

ENFORCEMENT,PENALTY,SEPARABILITY,
DURATION & REPEAL

Modified ordinance to remain in effect until amended or repealed

122

MISREPRESENTATION

None

123

SUSPENSION

Removed the surrender component from the ordinance - will handle administratively
Provided for a lifetime revocation for all third violations

124

SUSPENSION BASED ON REFUSING INSPECTION

None

125

HEARING

None

126

APPOINTMENTOF SHELLFISH CONSERVATION
WARDEN; COMPENSATION;REMOVAL

None

UNLAWFllL WASHING OR HOLDING
OF SHELLFISH

Added State law to the ordinance based upon citizen feedback

127

SHELLFISH CONSERVATION COMMISSION
Proposed Ordinance Changes for 2008
Title

Section

ProposedChanges

101

TITLE

None

102

AUTHORITY

None

103

PURPOSE

None

104

CONSERVATION AND MANAGEMENT
OF SHELLFISH RESOURCES

None

105

DEFINITIONS

Eliminated "Guests" to bring into compliance with State law
Added "Personal Use" based upon citizen feedback
Added "Possession" based upon citizen feedback
Clarified that all other shellfish are covered under State law
Updated the "Town Closed Conservation Area" reference to Section

11_2

None

106

LICENSING

107

HARVESTING

108

DESIGNATION, SCOPE AND QUALIFICATIONS

Changed limit to "per day" versus "tide" to bring into compliance with State law
Changed codification for ease of reference
Clarified that licenses are issued annually
Eliminated gender specific language
Required logs to be turned in earlier so data can be used in the annual review
Required that a valid shellfish license be carried by the person harvesting
Included language that provides for Chebeague resident consideration
Allowed an exemption for children under 12 to be able to assist a recreational digger
Eliminated Daily licenses in consideration of its impact on enforcement and issuance
Allowed for priority consideration to be given to actively engaged volunteers
Allowed volunteer hours to be recorded l:>ya desig_neeof the Commission

109

FEES

Increased the costs of Commercial licenses to reflect those in neighboring communities
Increased the costs of monthly licenses to reflect those in neighboring communities

110

SIGNATURE ON LICENSE

None

111

LICENSE APPLICATION

None

--

--

--

·--------------

Added Salt Marsh Cord Grass based upon DMR recommendation
Removed commercial digging location to be more responsive to available resources
Added l_anguage_toallow identification of appropriate areas for commercial digging
~--

--·--

·------------------

.. SHELLFISH CONSERVATION ORDINANCE
FOR THE TOWN OF CUMBERLAND, MAINE

SECTION 101. TITLE
This ordinance shall be known and cited as the Shellfish Conservation Ordinance of the
Town of Cumberland, Maine.

SECTION 102. AUTHORITY
This Ordinance is enacted in accordance with 12 M.R.S.A. Section 6671, as amended
from time to time.

SECTION 103. PURPOSE
The purpose of this Ordinance is to establish a shellfish conservation program for the
Town of Cumberland which will ensure the protection and optimum utilization of shellfish
resources within its limits. These goals will be achieved by means, which may include:
A.
B.
C.
D.
E.

Licensing;
Limiting the number of shellfish harvesters;
Restricting the time and area where digging is permitted;
Limiting the minimum size of clams taken;
Limiting the amount of clams taken daily by a harvester.

SECTION 104. CONSERVATION AND MANAGEMENT OF SHELLFISH
RESOURCES

It is hereby determined as follows:
1.
2.
3.
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The clam-flats of the Town are a very valuable shellfish resource, which is
important to the local economy.
These flats are not an inexhaustible resource, and, therefore, they must be
prudently managed in order to remain viable.
As part of the management process, it may be necessary to: restrict the taking of
shellfish by limiting the number of shellfish licenses, restrict the size and quantity
of shellfish, which may be harvested, and, take other measures as outlined in the
Ordinance.

SECTION 105. DEFINITIONS
Guests: "Guests" shaU mean any persons in'liteEIte assist the helEler ef a
Ree1·eatienal Shellfish License. The Licensee must be present. Only enc hee may be
in USC.
Lot: The word "lot" as used in this Ordinance means the total number of soft shell clams
in a bulk pile. Where soft-shell clams are in a box, baiTel or other container, the contents
of each box, barrel or other container constitutes a separate lot.
Municipality: "Municipality" refers to the Town of Cumberland, Maine.
Non-resident: The word "non-resident" means anyone not qualified as a resident under
this Ordinance.
Personal Use: "Personal use" means for consumption or use by oneself, by
members of the immediate family or by invited guests.
Possession: "Possession" means to have in one's custody or control, either
personally or by another who is under one's control.
Resident: The tenn "resident" refers to a person who has been domiciled in this
municipality for at least 180 days prior to the time bis or her claim of such residence is
made, or a person who has paid prope1iy taxes on property located in the Town of
Cumberland in the calendar year preceding the year in which the license is being issued.
Shellfish: "Shellfish" means soft-shell clains (Mya areniaria).quahegs (l\fereenaria
mereenaria) and hen clams (l\betriElae). State Law shall apply to all other types of
shellfish including Quahogs, Hen Clams. Razor Clams and Oysters. (12 MRSA Section
6601-#6)
Taxpayer: "Taxpayer" means the owner of real estate located in the Town of
Cumberland.
Town Closed Conservation Area: "Town Closed Conservation Area" means a clam flat
or clam-flats closed pursuant to Section 1-M 117 of this Ordinance.
Town: "Town" means the Town of Cumberland, Maine.
Volunteer: "Volunteer," means a person who paiiicipates in any of the activities of the
Shellfish Conservation Commission.
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SECTION 106. LICENSING
A Municipal Shellfish License is required. It is unlawful for any person to dig or take
shellfish from the shores and flats of this municipality without having a cun-ent, valid license
issued by this municipality as provided by this Ordinance.
No person shall be issued a Municipal Shellfish License who, upon the time ofrequest,
has failed to appear in court for a shellfish violation, or has failed to pay any outstanding
shellfish violation fines.

SECTION 107. HARVESTING
The harvesting of shellfish within the Town of Cumberland is permitted only during
those hours starting 1/2 hour before sunrise and ending 1/2 hour after sunset. It is unlawful to
harvest shellfish dming the time starting 1/2 hour after sunset to 1/2 hour before sumise.
In an effort to maintain shoreline stability, shellfish harvesting is prohibited in or adjacent
to areas of eelgrass, (Zostera maiina) and salt marsh cord grass (spartina alterni flora).
Harvesting of shellfish is only pennitted with tools that have equally spaced tines such as
a clain hoe or spading fork. Using shovels and garden spades is not pennitted since they result in
ma11ybroken clams.

CommeFeial llarvestiBg shall he limited to the maiBlaed arna from See Co>,•eRoad
OBCumheFleBd FoFeside, HOFthto the outflow at the eorthef'ly edge of "'ildwood Beeeh foF
the months of ApFil and Mey. The eommereial hernsting during these two months shall he
unlimited eeeh tide during this time. on the meinlend only.
There is no Commereial digging in Cumherland. From time to time As appropriate, the
Shellfish Commission may designate areas in Cumberland to be open to Commercial
digging. Notice shall be published in a local paper and notice shall be provided to those who
have submitted completed notification forms bv January 5th each year.
Rules shall be promulgated annually by the Shellfish Commission. The rules shall
include areas for harvesting as well as a recommendation for the number of licenses to be issued
each year in each category of license.

SECTION 108. DESIGNATION, SCOPE AND QUALIFICATIONS
1. COMMERCIAL LICENSES:
a.

Dec. 10,2007
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Annual Resident Commercial Shellfish License:
This license is available to residents and/or taxpayers of the Town of Cumberland
and entitles the holder to dig and take two (2) bushels of shellfish per day from the
shores and flats of this municipality and reciprocating municipalities in the areas to
3

be designated pursuant to Section 107 of this ordinance. The lieensee will be
permitted to harvest ninety (90) days eommereiaUy th1·oughout tl1e year.
The licensee will maintain an accurate log of the days harvested commercially in
his or her required Shellfish Harvesting Log, which is due by No1,•ember June 30th,
each year to the office of the Town Clerk. The commercial license will revert to a
recreational license the remaining days of the calendar year. two hundred and
seventy five days (275) of the year.
b. Annual Non-Resident Commercial Shellfish License:
This license is available to non- residents of this municipality and entitles the holder
to dig and take two (2) bushels of shellfish per day from the shores and flats of this
municipality areas designated pursuant to Section 107. The Iieensee will be
permitted to hernst ninety (90) days eommerciaUy throughout the year during
the months of Apl'il and May. The licensee will maintain an accurate log of the
days harvested commercially in his or her required Shellfish Harvesting Log, which
th
is due by Nonmber June 30 of each year to the office of the Town Clerk. The
commercial license will revert to a recreational license the remaining days of the year.
two hundred end seYenty fiye days (275) of the yeai=.

c. Qualifications Specific to Commercial Shellfish Licenses:

i. The Shellfish Conservation Commission may specifically designate the pe1iod of
validity as well as the areas open to commercial harvesting each year.
ii. Commercial Shellfish License holders are supplied with, and required to keep, a
Shellfish Harvesting Log which must be submitted to the Town Clerk no later than
th
No1,•ember by June 30 of each year. The Log will include the license holder's
name and address and will show the date, location, and number of bushels harvested
during each tide. Commercial License holders, who do not submit Harvesting Logs as
required, will not be eligible for a Commercial License during the next period of
issuance of Commercial Licenses.
iii. A shellfish license must be on your person when harvesting shellfish.

1-

RECREATIONAL SHELLFISH LICENSES.
A person holding a recreational shellfish license may not engage in the wholesale
or retail sale of any shellfish harvested under that license. Recreational shellfish licenses
are not available and not valid for a person who holds a shellfish license issued by the
Maine State Commissioner of Marine Resources, or a recreational license issued by any
other nm~pality.
Resident Commercial or Recreational Licenses may be held by a
resident of either the Town of Chebeague Island ftfld or the Town of Cumberland as
per the July 1, 2007 State Legislature Act of Separation. Cumbe.-Iand and
Chebeague Island residents will be eligible for resident licenses in either or both the
communities.

D~-c. I0, 2007
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Maine certified shellfish wardens of the Town of Cumberland shall be issued a
recreational shellfish license.
a.

Annual Resident Recreational Shellfish License: This license is available to
residents and/or taxpayers of the Town and entitles the holder to dig and take no
more than one peck of shellfish per day for his or her personal use. A child 12
years or vounger shall be exempt from the license requirement and shall be
allowed to assist a valid license holder. The license holder and child may
possess no more than one peck of shellfish per day.
A Shellfish License must be on your person when harvesting shellfish.

b.

Annual Non-Resident Recreational Shellfish License: This license is available
to non-residents of the Town, and entitles t11eholder to dig and take no more than
one peck of shellfish per calendar for his or her personal use. A child 12 years
or younger shall be exempt from the license requirement and shall be
allowed to assist a valid license holder. The license holder and child may
possess no more than one peck of shellfish per day.
A Shellfish License must be on your person when harvesting shellfish.

C.

Monthly Recreational Shellfish License: during all the months of the calendar
year June, JuJy, ,A..ugust, aed_September, a specific number of licenses will be
available for issuance during each of the fuu.F-months and will be valid only for
the month in which it is issued. (For example - if ten licenses are available for the
month of June, they will not be sold before June 1st and, regardless of t11eday of
the month they are sold, they will expire at midnight on June 30th.) It entitles the
holder to dig and take no more than one peck of shellfish per calendar day tide for
his or her personal use. A child 12 years or younger shall be exempt from the
license requirement and shall be allowed to assist a valid license holder. The
license holder and child may possess no more than one peck of shellfish per
day. A Shellfish License must be on your person when harvesting shellfish.

d.
Daily Reereatioeel Shellfish Licenses: This license is aYeileble oH:lyduring
the months of June, Jul~•, ,A..ugust and September, aed is Yelid only far the day far
which it is issued. Daily Reereatiouel Shellfish Licenses will be sold eommeueieg on
the first day of the month during which the day fa1· which it is ..,,efidoccurs. OH:ly
oee license will be O",'Oileblefar each day of the mouth end ouly one doily license per
mouth may be issued to any one pe1·son.
~

d f.
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At no time shell euy recreational license holder end guests be allowed to
herYest e combined total that el':eeeds oue _peekof shellfish per lieeuse/ per
title.
A Shellfish License must be oe your pet·sou whee henresting shellfish.
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3.

Volunteer Program:

a.

Should any resident or non-resident volunteer participate in ten (10) or more
hours of Shellfish Conservation Commission activities in a calendar year, that
person shall be eligible fer pleeemeet in the letten' fer assured a resident or
non-resident recreational er eemmereiel license, applied for in the following
year (cost of license responsibility of applicant and based on availability of
Cemmereiel Licenses).

b.

Volunteer hours are to be recorded by a designec member of the Shellfish
Conservation Commission present for that activity in which the volunteer has
paiticipated.

SECTION 109. FEES

I.

Resident Commercial Shellfish License:

$..§0.00

2.

Non-Resident Commercial Shellfish License:

$100.00 200.00

3.

Resident Recreational Shellfish License:

$ 25.00

100.00

Over age 62 is free.
4.

Non-Resident Recreational Shellfish License:

$ 50.00

Over age 62 is free.
5.

Monthly Recreational Shellfish License:

6.

Deily Reereetienel Shellfish Lieense:

Resident - $.W.00 15.00
Non-Resident - $~0
30.00
Over age 62 is free

$5.00
Over ege 62 is free

SECTION 110. SIGNATURE ON LICENSE
The licensee must sign the shellfish license to make it valid.

SECTION 111. LICENSE APPLICATION
Applicants must apply in person (no agents or power of attorney accepted), except as may
otherwise be required by State or federal statute, to the Town Clerk for the licenses required by
this Ordinance on fonns provided by the municipality.

Dec. I0, 2007
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SECTION 112. CONTENTS OF THE APPLICATION
The application must be in the fonn of an affidavit and must contain the applicant's name,
cmTent physical address, birth date, height, weight, signature, and whatever other infonnation the
municipality may require.

SECTION 113. MISREPRESENTATION
Any person who gives false infonnation on a shellfish license application, will cause said
shellfish license to become invalid and void.

SECTION 114. LICENSE EXPIRATION DATE
Each shellfish license issued under the authority of this Ordinance expires at midnight on
the 31st day of December next following date of issue, unless otherwise specified in this
ordinance; see Section 108(2)(a) & Section 108(3)(c).

SECTION 115. RECIPROCAL HARVESTING PRIVILEGES
Licenses from any other municipality cooperating with this municipality on a joint
shellfish management program may harvest shellfish according to the tenns of their shellfish
licenses.

SECTION 116. NUMBERS OF LICENSES AND NOTICE OF PERIOD OF ISSUANCE
Because the shellfish resources are limited and because a commercial or recreational
digger can be expected to harvest a ce1iain volume of clams per year, the number of diggers must
be controlled. This number will vary from year to year depending upon estimates of the resource
capabilities and management requirements consistent with good resource utilization. The
following procedures will be followed to exercise control:
st

1.

Prior to November 1 of each year, the Town Shellfish Conservation
Commission with the approval of the Commissioner of Marine Resources shall
prepare its recommendation to the Town Council of the number ofresident and
non-resident commercial and recreational shellfish licenses to be made available.

2.

The Shellfish Conservation Commission will notify the Tewa Clerk aad the
Town Council in Cumberland in writing p1ior to December I st of the
recommended number of resident and non-resident commercial and recreational
shellfish licenses to be made available. The Town Council then shall adopt a
shellfish license allocation. The Shellfish Conservation Commission, in preparing
a recommended allocation of shellfish licenses, and the Town Council, in adopting
an allocation of shellfish licenses, shall provide and reserve a minimum number of
shellfish licenses for non-residents, which shall be a number not less than I 0% of
the number of shellfish licenses provided for residents. When the number of

Dec. 10, 2007
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commercial resident shellfish licenses is less than ten (10) but more than five (5),
at least one (1) non-resident commercial shellfish license shall be provided. When
the number of resident commercial shellfish licenses is five (5) or fewer, nonresident commercial shellfish licenses shall not be required.

There is ne Cemmereiel digging in Cumberland. Fram time te time the
8heUfish Cemmissien may designate erees in Cumberland ta be epen te
Cemmereiel digging. Netiee shell he published in e leeel paper end ta these
'llhe hove submitted eempleted netifieetiee farms by January 5.i, each yee1·
3.

The period of issuance for shellfish licenses shall be from January 1st to
December 31 st April 30 th each year. except fer Cemmereiel, Nee Resident
Cemmereiel end Nan Resident Reereetienel Shellfish lieeeses which sheU be
issued pursuant ta 116.5.e. After March 31 st April 30.i\ any remaining
shellfish licenses shall be issued to Residents and Non-Residents on a first
come first serve basis unless the alternative licensing procedure described in
Section 116.7 is used.

4.

At least ten (10) days prior to the issuance of shellfish licenses, the Town Clerk,
upon direction of the Town Council, shall provide notice of the number of shellfish
licenses, resident and non-resident, and the procedure for application for such
shellfish licenses by publishing the same in a trade or indushy publication or in a
newspaper or combination of newspapers with general circulation which the Town
Council considers effective in reaching persons affected, and by posting the same
in the Town Office until the pe1iod of issuance concludes.

5.

When the number of licenses are limited, the Town Clerk shall issue
Commercial, Non-Resident Commercial, Resident Recreational and Non-Resident
Recreational Shellfish licenses as allocated, according to the following procedure:
a. The Town Clerk and/or Deputy Clerk shall accept applications
for Commercial, Commercial Non-Resident, Resident Recreational
and Non-Resident Recreational Shellfish licenses from resident and
non-resident applicants during regular town office hours through
the month of December.
b. The Clerk shall prepare a list of the names of the qualifying
applicants; the list need not be in any particular order. Next to each
name on the list, the clerk shall enter a unique three-digit number,
selected at random, and shall write each such number on an index
card. All the index cards shall be of uniform size, color and texture.
c. The numbered index cards shall then be placed in a box or other
container capable of being closed and sufficiently large so the index
cards can be easily mixed by shaking the container.
d. The Clerk's assistant shall shake the container in order to mix
the contents, and shall then place or hold the container at a location
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above the Clerk's eye level, so that the Clerk can reach into the
container and withdraw cards without seeing the numbers on the
cards.
e.
The Clerk shall withdraw all of the cards one-by-one,
reading each number drawn out loud. The Clerk's assistant shall
make a list of each of the numbers so drawn in the order in which
they are drawn. Then, using the list prepared under subparagraph
(b) above, the Clerk shall place the corresponding applicant's name
next to each number.
f.
The Clerk shall then issue the available shellfish licenses to
the qualifying applicants, first to residents and then to nonresidents, in the order in which their nan1es appear on the list
prepared under subparagraph (e). That list shall establish the order
of priority for the issuance of any Commercial, Non-Resident
Commercial and Non-Resident Recreational Shellfish licenses until
the next annual licensing procedure under this Ordinance.
g.
The procedure set forth in this Section 116 shall be a public
proceeding, open to the public, but no applicant or any member of
the public has any right to participate in the procedure. Applicants
are not required to be present at the time the issuance list is
established. The procedure shall be conducted at the Cumberland
Town Office on the date designated in the Town Clerk Notice as
provided in Section 115.4, at a time set by the Town Clerk. The
Clerk shall announce the exact time for the procedure by posting a
notice in the Cumberland Town Office at least seven (7) days prior
to the date of the procedure. Any failure to provide such notice shall
not invalidate the results of the procedure.
6.

A copy of the Cumberland Shellfish Ordinance shall be given with each shellfish
license issue.

7.

ALTERNATIVE LICENSING PROCEDURES
In the event that the Shellfish Conservation Commission shall establish that
no limit on recreational licenses shall be imposed, the following procedure
shall govern the issuance of licenses notwithstanding the provisions of Section
116 (1).
A. Beginning on the first business day of January. the Town Clerk shall issue
resident recreational licenses to residents upon application, said licenses to be
effective that day.

Dec. 10. 2007
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B~ On the tbird business day of January, the Town Clerk shall issue nonresident recreational licenses as follows:
a. As defined in Section 108.3a (Volunteer Program), the Town Clerk
shall issue non-resident recreational licenses to all eligible
volunteers.
b. A lottery svstem as defined in Section 116.5. (b-g) shall be used to
allocate tbe remaining non-residential recreational licenses. All
non-resident recreational license applications in receipt bv tbe
Town Clerk on the day of the drawing sball be included in the
lottery. All applicants will be assigned a number in the order they
are drawn and palced on a waiting list.

c. When 250 resident recreational licenses are sold, The Town Cle1·k
shall issue one additional non-resident recreational license to tbe
next waiting list applicant. Thereafter, one additional non-resident
recreational license shall be issued to tbe next applicant on the
waiting list upon sale of 10 additional resident recreational license.
d. Any person notified by the Town Clerk that they have been
selected from the waiting list for a non-resident recreational license
sball pay the applicable license fee within fourteen (14) business
days of the mailing of said notice of eligibility. In the event that the
person fails to make an application, qualify, or pay the license fee
within the prescribed time period, they sball be returned to the end
of tbe waiting list.
e. Any person making application for a non resident recreational
license after the drawing date shall be placed at the end of the
waiting list.

C.

Dec. IO. 2007
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Senior citizen licenses issued shall not be counted in the calculation of licenses
sold under this section.

SECTION 117._OPENING AND CLOSING OF FLATS
The Tawu Cauneil with the eppravel af the CammissianeF af MeFine ResauFees mey
apen and elase elem flets. ~'hen infoFmatian in the passessian af the Shellfish Causen ation
Cammissien indieates that a elem flet should be apened ar elesed, it shall immediately
advise the Te"rl'nCauneil. The Tewn Ceuneil shell eall a publie heaFing an 10 days netiee
published iH e newspepeF having genernl eiFeuletion ia the Town, steting the time, plaee
and subjeet matter ef the heering; end shall sead a eapy af the notiee to the Department af
MaFiRe Resaurees. At the heeFing, the Cammission shall present eYidenee obtained fram its
survey aad ether saurees, and members af tl1e publie mauresent evidenee in supp art 01·
refutation of the eYidenee presented by the Commission.
1

After the heering is elosed, the Town Ceuneil shall make findmgs ef feet on the
relevant evidenee preseated. If the request is ta epen the flat, the Tewn Ceuneil shell then
make ll eenelusion based an those findings of feet as to whether opeeing the flet is
warranted by the reeevery of the reseuree; or the freedom from predation, eompetition er
ether resauree problem. If so, the Towa Couneil with the eeneurrenee af the Department of
i\4arine Reseurees shall 01·de1·the flat opening and shall set sueh time limitetien and ether
hanresting eanditions as are eonsistent with geed eanserYetien praetiees. If the request is to
elese the flat, the Tawn Cauneil shall make e eanelusion based on theiF findings of faet as ta
whether elosing the flat is warranted by depiction of the shellfish, dcstruetion of existing
seed, ar predetien, eampetitian or other rcseurec problem. If so, the Town Couneil shall
order the flat elosed until further Fequcst for opening by the Commission. The
CammissioneF of Marine Resourecs prior ta enaetment shall apprm e any propasal foF
opening OFelosing of flets.
1

The Shellfish Conservation Commission, with the approval of the Commissioner of Marine
Resources, may open and close areas for shellfish harvesting and designate areas and time
periods for commercial or recreational harvesting thereon. Upon concurrence of the
Department of Marine Resources area biologist that the status of the shellfish resources and
other factors bearing on sound management indicate that an area should be opened or
closed for either recreational or commercial harvesting, the Shellfish Conservation
Commission may call a public hearing on ten day's notice published in a newspaper having
general circulation in the Town, stating the time, place, and subject matter of the hearing,
and shall send a copy of the notice to the Department of Marine Resources. The decision of
the Shellfish Conservation Commission made after the hearing shall be based on findings of
fact.
SECTION 118. MINIMUM LEGAL SIZE OF SOFTSHELL CLAMS
Pursuant to 12 M.R.S.A. ss 6671 and 6681, as amended from time to time, it is unlawful
to possess soft-shelled clamshell stock whose shells are less than 2 inches in the largest diameter.
The Town Clerk's office shall issue annually a 2" ring with each license. For purposes of this
Ordinance, the tem1 "possess", means dig, take, harvest, ship, transport, hold, buy, and sell retail
and wholesale soft-shelled clamshell stock.

Dec. 10. 2007

Council Drat\
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SECTION 119. METHOD OF DETERMINING TOLERANCE

Pursuant to 12 M.R.S.A. ss 6671 and 6681, as amended from time to time, any person
may possess soft-shelled clams that are less than 2 inches if they comprise less than 10% of any
bulk pile. The tolerance shall be detennined by numerical count of not less than one (I) peck or
more than four (4) pecks taken at random from various parts of the bulk pile or by a count of the
entire pile if it contains less than one peck.

SECTION 120. SHELLFISH CONSERVATION COMMISSION

The Shellfish Conservation Program for the Town of Cumberland will be administered by
the Shellfish Conservation Commission consisting of five (5) seven (7) members. The
Cumberland Town Council will appoint the Shell Conservation Commission members. In
addition, the Shellfish Conservation Warden shall serve as an ex-officio member.
1.

The Commission's responsibilities include:
A.
B.

C.
D.

E.

F.
G.

SECTION 121.

Establishing, annually, in conjunction with the Department of Marine
Resources, the number of shellfish digging licenses to be issued;
Surveying the clam flats to maintain cun-ent information on shellfish
resources;
Submitting to the Town Council proposals for the expenditures of funds for
the purpose of shellfish conservation;
Keeping this Ordinance under review and making recommendations for its
amendments;
Securing and maintaining records of shellfish harvest from the Town's
managed shellfish areas and closed areas that are conditionally opened by the
Department of Marine Resources;
Recommending conservation closures and openings to the Town Council in
conjunction with the Department of Marine Resources;
Submitting an annual repmt to the Municipality and the Department of
Marine Resources covering the above topics and all other Commission
activities.
ENFORCEMENT, PENALTY, SEPARABILITY, DURATION &
REPEAL

1.

Enforcement. The Chief of Police, members of the Cumberland Police
Department, special police officers as provided in 30-A M.R.S.A. Section 2672,
and the Shellfish Conservation Warden, shall enforce this Ordinance.

2.

Penalty. A person who violates this Ordinance shall be punished as provided in
12 M.R.S.A. Section 6671 as, amended from time to time.

Dec. 10. 200~
Council Dr.if:
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3.

Separability. If any provision of this Ordinance is declared to be invalid, that
declaration does not affect the remainder of the Ordinance.

4.

Duration. This Ordinance shall remain in effect until amended or repealed.
Deeembe1· 31, 2003

5.

Repeal. Any Ordinance regulating the harvesting or conservation of shellfish in
the Town is hereby repealed. This includes any provision of other Town
Ordinances, which are inconsistent with this Ordinance.

SECTION 122.

MISREPRESENTATION

It shall be unlawful and a violation of this Ordinance, for any person to falsify or give
false information in connection with a shellfish license application. In addition to any criminal
penalties which may result from a violation of this Ordinance, the shellfish license granted to any
person who gives false infonnation on a shellfish license application will automatically be void.
SECTION 123.

SUSPENSION

1.

Violation of Shellfish Ordinance. The Town Clerk shall suspend any and all
shellfish licenses issued under this Ordinance, if the license holder is convicted in
court of violating any section of this Ordinance. The lieease holde1· shall
immediately surreade1· his/her lieease to the Tewa Clerk 01·his/her desigaee.

2.

Suspension based on conviction in a Town Closed Conservation Area. The
Town Clerk shall suspend any and all shellfish licenses issued under this
Ordinance if the license holder has been convicted in court of possessing shellfish
from a Town Closed Conservation Area.

3.

Length of Suspension for Numbe1·s 1 and 2 above. The suspension of a license
may not exceed the following:
a. 30 days from the date of first conviction.
b. 365 days one year) from the date of the second conviction.
c. Lifetime revocation of Shellfish License for all third violations.

4.

Applicable Standards: Any conviction more than three (3) years before last
conviction shall not be counted in determining lengths of suspension.

SECTION 124.

SUSPENSION BASED ON REFUSING INSPECTION

The Town Clerk shall suspend any and all shellfish licenses if the license holder refuses to
allow inspection in the enforcement of the Ordinance. This suspension may not exceed 90 days.

Dec. 10.200Council Drai:
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SECTION 125.

HEARING

Any licensee whose shellfish license has been suspended shall be entitled to a hearing
before the Town Manager, upon the filing of a written request for hearing with the Town
Manager within thirty (30) days following the effective date of suspension. The applicant shall
be given at least seven (7), days prior written notice of the date, time and place of hearing before
the Town Manager. Any person aggrieved by the Town Manager's decision may appeal to the
Supe1ior Court within thirty (30) days from receipt of the Town Manager's written decision
pursuant to Rule 80B of the Maine Rules of Civil Procedure.

SECTION 126.

APPOINTMENT OF SHELLFISH CONSERVATION WARDEN;
COMPENSATION; REMOVAL

The Town Council shall appoint a Shellfish Conservation Warden yearly, and establish
the Shellfish Conservation Warden's compensation and, for cause by them declared in w1iting,
after due notice to the officer and hearing, if requested, remove the Shellfish Conservation
Warden and appoint another one.

SECTION 127.

UNLAWFUL WASHING OR HOLDING OF SHELLFISH

A person may not:
a) wash, hold or keep shellfish in any area closed bv State regulation;
b) possess, ship, transport or sell shellfish washed, held or kept in anv
a.-ea closed by regulation per 12 M.R.S.A. § 6621.

IN ACCORDANCE WITH STATE LAW THIS ORDINANCE EXPIRES WITHIN THREE
YEARS OF THE REVISED DA TE.
Effective Date: January 1, 2000
Enacted 10- I 5-81
Re-enacted 1984
Re-enacted 1987
Revised 1990
Re-enacted Dec. 1991
Revised Jan. 1994
Amended Jan. 1995
Revised Jan. 1997
Amended Jan. 1998
Amended Dec. 1998
Enacted Nov. 1999
Amended 12-11-2000
Amended: 01-01 2001
Revised 5-24-2004
Re-enacted 5-24-2004
Fees updated on 1-1-2006 & 07
Fees & Revisions Dec. 10, 2007

Dec. 10.200Council Draf
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ITEM
07-168
To hold a Public Hearing to consider and act on Greely High
School Swimming Pool License renewal for calendar year 2008.

Repbrt on the Annual Inspection of the Greely Pool
106.1 I inspected the pool facility and pool records on November 14, 2007
In the downstairs area, they will be getting a new pump during the renovations. The eye
wash is functional, the grating over the drain area is secure. The hallway leading to the
downstairs area is graffiti emblazoned and the steps and hallway need to be swept of
litter.
102 & 126.6 First Aid Kit: A new plastic, well stocked kit is available. It has been
checked out by Chris, the Rescue Chief. However, the list in the ordinance does not
match the contents of the Kit. My suggestion is to amend that part of the ordinance with
language such as "A first aid kit should always be available and well supplied according
to the current suggestions by the Rescue Chief or his/her substitute." This would,
hopefully, align the contents with more current needs and reduce the necessity of
frequent amendments to the ordinance in this area.
120.2 During renovations, the pool lighting is to be changed. The plan is to have the
pool closed during the remodeling August-November 2008 during which family friendly
changing areas will be constructed and a lift for a wheelchair bound person to access
the pool will be added.
122.1 All toilet and shower facilities are clean and supplied with hand soap.
123.3 All of the chemical and bather load records have been examined at regular
intervals. The record keeping of this pool has been excellent.
123.6 All of the bacteriological analyses of the pool this year have been negative for
e-coli and total coliform.
125.3 There has not been a fecal accident in the pool for 1 ½ years
126.1 There is a slight wiggle on starting block 1 and 5.
126.5 In the pool area the life saving equipment satisfies the ordinance requirements.
128.1 Patti Drew, the Pool Operator, is knowledgeable and effective as a Pool Director.
128.3 The pool staff is current on their certifications and those who have certifications
expiring 12/31/07 will be renewed or not working.
The two exterior doors work.
The paint around the bleachers is chipping --- to be remedied during the summer
remodeling.

Eileen Wyatt
Town of Cumberland Health Officer

TOWN OF CUMBERLAND
APPLICATION TO OPERATE A PUBLIC SWIMMING POOL
Date

J0/30/07

of Application:

Individual

Preparing

Owner of

Pool

Premises

to be Licensed,

Location

I Street

Dimens ions
Pool

i:

c,)
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Director:
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8.1:
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Section

8.2:

Does

pool

Section

9.1:

Does
this

waste
disposal
section?

of

water
showers,

Does

pool

meet

the

supply
etc.:

for

drinking

pool,

Vll.0/i(..

requirement
system

of

this

yes
meet

the

section?

requirements

of

ye5
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Section

9.2:

Section

10.1:

Does pool
section?
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10.2:

Pool,
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Does
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this
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of

this
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between
the
depth
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ITEM
07-169
To hold a Public Hearing to consider and act on a Liquor
License, Mobile Vending Cart License and Special
Amuse1nent Permit application for Val Halla Golf Course for
the period January 31, 2008 through January 31, 2009.

BUREAU USE ONLY

Department of Public Safety

License No. Assirmed:

Liquor Licensing & Inspection
Division

Class:
Deposit Date:

Promiseby any person that he or she can expedite a liquor
licensethrough influenceshouldbe completelydisregarded.
To avoid possible financial loss an applicant, or prospective applicant,should consultwith the Divisionbefore making
any substantial investmentin an establishmentthat now is, or
may be, attendedby a liquor license.

INDICATE TYPE OF PRIVILEGE:

u

Amt. Deposited:

PRESENT LICENSE EXPIRES

MALT

u

u

SPIRITUOUS

VINOUS

INDICATE TYPE OF LICENSE:
RESTAURANT (Class I,11,ID,IV)
u RESTAURANT/LOUNGE (Class XI)
HOTEL-OPTINONAL FOOD (Class I-A)
u HOTEL (Class I,Il,ID,N)
CLASS A LOUNGE (Class X)
u CLUB-ON PREMISE CATERING (Class I)
CLUB (Class V)
~ GOLF CLUB (Class I,II,ID,N)
TAVERN (ClassN)
u OTHER:

u
u
u
u
u

-------------

REFER TO PAGE 3 FOR FEE SCHEDULE

ALL QUESTIONS MUST BE ANSWERED IN FULL
1. APPLICANT(S)-(Sole Proprietor,Corporation,Limited LiabilityCo.,
etc.)

JC><..J{Iof

2. Business Name (D/B/A)

(u,,-./;er/MJDoB:

&off
vc./J/c.//c...

CoJrS"e.

DOB:

Lo~on

DOB:

Address

)..qo

<fu}f/c

0

(Street Ad~J.

(Li

State

1T
City/Tokn
;J.. o

~Code
c,')../

S~e

CL-¥\t~--1~
..I.

11',

Teleghone Number
')>7- 'J..1--))-cS"
Federal I.D. #

Fax Number

Zi Code
O~D.J,.I

/116

C.u11,/,er/~
Maili~ Addr~

City/Town

,:','.¼ fZ/

{):;/

City/Town

/Ld

~

State

CUf'1~r/&.,.,d.

¾Code

/J6

c> o:J./

Business Telephone Number

oJ.'1-.5'9lt

FaxNum~r

;J.o1 - 8)-1, l'J.;;J..r
Seller Certificate#

o/C,DOD/~ 'l

¥-

3. If premises is a hotel, indicate number of rooms available for transient guests:
4. State amount of gross income from period of last license: ROOMS$

5. Is applicant a corporation, limited liability company or limited partnership?

?07 'D'1; J 7.3

o:;;./83 71
,v/lf
FOOD$
YES)!

-J.Q.J,tfi/p
LIQUOR$
NO

/;g:737F}:

u

complete Supplementary Questionnaire ,If YES

u
_]X...._."""'"IU
....
JJ-=--=(90_..;.._6_0--"/_'/l/._,_~=---------------

6. Do you permit dancing or entertainment on the licensed premises?

7. If manager is to be employed, give name:

YES)(

.A.J/IJ

8. If business is NEW or under new ownership, indicate starting date:

Requested inspection date:

Apr:/- AJDii

9. Business records are located at:
1

1

NO

gJ)-ri- I/f,1
?--9° 7u),//~ 12d Cu/Z'l6er~"J
/If tPfoJ./
Business hours:

u

0. Is/are applicants(s) citizens of the United States?

YES

I. Is/are applicant(s) residents of the State of Maine?

YESu

164 State House Station

NO
NO

u
u

AJ/)

;U/f}

Augusta Me 04333-0164
r,, .•

n_ •.•• ! •.

4

,. _

I "\1\1\"'I

12. List name, date of birth, and place of birth for all applicants, managers, and bar managers. Give maiden name, if married:
Use a separate sheet of paper if necessary.

Name in ..Full

rint Clearl

Place of Birth

13. Has/have applicant(s) or manager ever been convicted of any violation of the law, other then minor traffic violations,
of any State of the United States?
Name:

NO ~

YES ._;

--------------------

O ffens e:

Date of Conviction:
Location:

-------------------

Disposition: _________________

----------

--------------

_

14. Will any law enforcement official benefit financially either directly or indirectly in your license, if issued?
Yes._;
No~
IfYes,givename:
_________________________
15. Has/have applicant(s) formerly held a Maine liquor license?
16. Does/do applicant(s) own the premises? Yes

)4

No ._;

YES

X

_

NO ._;

If No give name and address of owner: _____

17. Describe in detail the premises to be licensed: (Supplemental Diagram Required)

_

C/ui,AovSea_,.d.j)))4U.

edt-S
...8. Does/do applicant(s) have all the necessary permits required by the State Department of Human Services?
YES M. NO i.J Applied for: ________
_

19. What is the distance from the premises to the NEAREST school, school dormitory, church, chapel or parish house,
measured from the main entrance of the premises to the main entrance of the school, school dormitory, church, chapel
or parish house by the ordinary course of travel?
//J,1/~ Which of the above is nearest? ~S~~~~b"-'-i
___ _
20. Have you received any assistance financially or otherwise (including any mortgages) from any source other than yourself in the establishment of your business?
YES i.J NO l>8(
IfYES, give details: --------------------------------The Division of Liquor Licensing & Inspection is hereby authorized to obtain and examine all books, records and tax returns
pertaining to the business, for which this liquor license is requested, and also such books, records and returns during the year
in which any liquor license is in effect.
NOTE: ''I understand that false statements made on this form are punishable by Jaw. Knowingly supplying false information on this form is a Class D offense under the Criminal Code, punishable by confinement of up to one year or by monetary
fine of up to $2,000 or both."
·'

Dated at:

--'C=---u_1YJ,_6_.
efi
___
-/4_,,r-=:,l
1<----::-1'1-~_,'_f"Le...
____
on

________

Town/clty, Slllte

t.______:___
~ ,..
Signature of Applicant or Corpora~cer(s)

Keum6opg1fJ5

~

Print ~e

_, 20
Date

E-

Please sign in blue ink

_S_i_gn_a_tu_r_e_o_f_A_p_p_l_ic_an_t_o_r_C_o_rp_or_at_e_O

l!/2111fl.m Shdh e
~c

Print Name

t'cun /11..a.A~e;-

NOTICE - SPECIAL ATIENTION
All applications for NEW or RpNEW AL liquor licenses must contact their Municipal Officials or the County Commissioners
in unincorporated places for approval of their application for liquor licenses prior to submitting them to the bureau.

THIS APPROVAL EXPIRES IN 60 DAYS.
FEE SCHEDULE
Class I

Spirituous, Vinous and Malt ................................................................................................................ $ 900.00i/
CLASS I: Airlines; Civic Auditoriums; Class A Restaurants: Clubs with catering privileges; Dining
Cars; Golf Clubs; Hotels; Indoor Ice Skating Clubs; Indoor Tennis Clubs; Vessels; Qualified Caterers;
OTB.

Class I-A

Spirituous, Vinous and Malt, Optional Food (Hotels Only) ................................................................ $1,100.00
CLASS I-A: Hotels only that do not serve three meals a day.

Class II

Spirituous Only .................................................................................................................................... $ 550.00
CLASS II: Airlines; Civic Auditoriums; Class A Restaurants; Clubs with catering privileges; Dining
Cars; Golf Clubs; Hotels; Indoor Ice Skating Clubs; Indoor Tennis Clubs; and Vessels.

Class ill

Vinous Only ........................................•................................................................................................ $ 220.00
CLASS ill: Airlines; Civic Auditoriums; Class A Restaurants; Clubs with catering privileges;
Dining Cars; Golf Clubs; Hotels; Indoor Ice Skating Clubs; Indoor Tennis Clubs; Restaurants;
Vessels; Pool Halls; and Bed and Breakfasts.

Class IV

Malt Liquor Only .................................................................................................................................
CLASS IV: Airlines; Civic Auditoriums; Class A Restaurants; Clubs with catering privileges;
Dining Cars; Golf Clubs; Hotels; Indoor Ice Skating Clubs; Indoor Tennis Clubs; Restaurants;
Taverns; Pool Halls; and Bed and Breakfasts.

Class V

Spirituous, Vinous and Malt (Clubs without Catering, Bed & Breakfasts) ......................................... $ 495.00
CLASS V: Clubs without catering privileges.

Class X

Spirituous, Vinous and Malt- Class A Lounge .................................................................................. $2,200.00
CLASS X: Class A Lounge

Class XI

Spirituous, Vinous and Malt- Restaurant Lounge .............................................................................. $1,500.00
CLASS XI: Restaurant/Lounge; and OTB.

$ 220.00

FILIN'G FEE ............................................................................................................................................................ $

10.00~

UNORGANIZED TERRITORIES $10.00 filing fee shall be paid directly to County Treasurer. All applicants in unorganized territories shall submit along with their application evidence of payment to the County Treasurer.
All fees must accompany application, made payable to: TREASURER, STATE OF MAINE. - DEPARTMENT OF
PUBLIC SAFETY, LIQUOR LICENSING AND IN'SPECTION DMSION, 164 STATE HOUSE STATION, AUGUSTA ME 04333-0164. Payments by check subject to penalty provided by Sec. 3, Title 28A, MRS.

STATE OF MAINE

Dated at:

___

(=-cJ,-~_i,_~11_;_/_.ti_Vv[
____
___,Maine ___
City/Town

C_o._~_6e_r-._,_1'_~~-.J
___
ss
(County)

On:
Date

The undersigned being:

w City

l:24.
Municipal Officers

J( Town w Plantation w

w County Commissioners

Unincorporated Place

of:

ofthe

_________________
_,

Maine

Hereby certify that we have given public notice on this application and held public hearing thereon as required by Section 653 Title 28A,
Maine Revised Statutes and herby approve said application.

THIS APPROVAL EXPIRERS IN 60 DAYS
NOTICE - SPECIAL ATTENTION
§ 653. Hearings; bureau review; appeal

Hearing. The municipal officers or, in the case of unincorporated places, the county commissionersof the county in which the unincorporated
place is located, shall hold a public hearing for the consideration of applications for new on-premise licenses and applications for transfer of location of existing on-premiselicenses. The municipal officers or county commissionersmay hold a public hearing for the considerationof requests
for renewal of licenses, except that when an applicant has held a license for the prior 5 years and a complaint has not been filed against the applicant within that time, the applicantmay request a waiver of the hearing.
A. The bureau shall prepareand supply application forms. [1993, c.730, §27(amd).]
B. The municipalofficers or the county commissioners, as the case may be, shall provide public notice of any hearing held under this section by causing a notice, at the applicant's prepaid expense, stating the name and place of hearing, to appear on at least 3 consecutive
days before the date of hearing in a daily newspaper having general circulation in the municipality where the premises are located or
one week before the date of the hearing in a weekly newspaper having general circulation in the municipality where the premises are
located. [1995, c.140, §4 (amd).]
C. lf the municipal officers or the county commissioners, as the case may be, fail to take final action on an application for a new onpremise license, for transfer of the location of an existing on-premise license or for renewal of an on-premise license within 60 days of
the filing of an application,the application is deemed approved and ready for action by the bureau. For purposes of this paragraph, the
date of filing of the application is the date the application is received by the municipal officers or county commissioners. This paragraph applies to all applicationspending before municipal officers or county commissionersas of the effective date of this paragraph as
well as all applications filed on or after the effective date of this paragraph. This paragraph applies to an existing on-premise license
that has been extended pending renewal. The municipal officers or the county commissionersshall take final action on an on-premise
license that has been extendedpending renewal with 120 days of the filing of the application. [1999,c589, §I (amd).]
2. Findings. In granting or denying an application, the municipal officers or the county commissionersshall indicate the reasons for their decision
and provide a copy to the applicant A license may be denied on one or more of the following grounds:
A. Convictionof the applicantof any Class A. Class B or Class c crime: [1987,c45, PlA§4 (new).]
B. Noncomplianceof the licensed premises or its use with any local zoning ordirumceor other land use ordinance not directly related to
liquor control; [1987, c.45, PtA§4(new).]
C. Conditions of record such as waste disposal violations, health or safety violation or repeated parking or traffic violations on or in the
vicinity of the licensed premises and caused by persons patronizing or employed by the licensed premises or other such conditions
caused by persons patronizing or employed by the licensed premises that unreasonably disturb, interfere with or affect the ability of
persons or businesses residing or located in the vicinity of the licensed premises to use their property in a reasonable manner; [ 1993,
c.730, §27 (amd).]
D. Repeated incidentsof record of breaches of the peace, disorderly conduct, vandalism or other violations of law on or in the vicinity of
the licensed premisesand caused by persons patronizing or employedby the licensed premises; [1989, c.592,§3 (amd).]
E. A violation of any provision of this Title; and [1989, c.592, §3 (amd).]
F. A detennination by the municipal officers or county commissionersthat the purpose of the application is to circumvent the provisions
of section 601. [1989, c.592, §4 (new).]
[1993, c730, §27 (amd).]
3. Appeal to bureau. Any applicant aggrieved by the decision of the municipal officers or county commissionersunder this section may appeal to
the bureau within 15 days of the receipt of the written decision of the municipal officers or county commissioners. The bureau shall hold a public hearing in the city, town or unincorporatedplace where the premises are situated. In acting on such an appeal, the bureau may considerall Iicensure requirementsand findings referred to in subsection 2.
A. [1993, c.730, §27 (rp).]
4. No license to person who moved to obtain a license. (REPEALED)
5. (TEXT EFFECTIVE3/15/01) Appeal to District Court. Any person or governmentalentity aggrieved by a bureau decision under this section
may appeal the decision to the District Court within 30 days of receipt of the written decision of the bureau.
An applicant who files an appeal or who has an appeal pending shall pay the annual license fee the applicant would otherwise pay. Upon resolution of
the appeal, if an applicant's licenserenewal is denied, the bureau shall refund the applicantthe prorated amount of the unused licensefee.
1.

TOWN OF cmmERL.O.ND

APPLICATIO'N FOR A SPECIAL A?iUSEMENTPERMIT
FpR nuSICl)DANCil1G AND/OR ENTERTAINMENT

:[owri..=~ C»hberl~~
Phone: <f>)..<j-2)6.)
Residence of Applicant:
'J-16 %.)f-/e 121 Ce,;ikr/c,.,J
nf' c:::>$/2)_
f
Business Name:
vc../l-h//1=.,
U-blf-6ur51L Bus., Phone: <J).,,1l ;J_J..j
Business
Adclressg
&tJ U'-/ )#1/r:._t!,l ·====
Cuf1i£~r-/cJ..
A£ OCjo_).,/
Name of Mana.ger :=_Ke,<1~
(rvjjl,5
Phone: ~,l 7 -221.S-.x5
Residence of Manager>: )</5' &(ee/y (2,,1
= AJMJ( >'4r~t.JL
/1.£ d/ 0 9 7
Type of Entertainment
Applied
foll': (11.151/)c.d,ic; 4,.,1,j,,.£,ju-,fa~-l~·
...r,
Name of Applicant:

I

~r

1

Has applicant
ever had a license
to condu~t the business
therein
described
~ithe~ denied or revoked?~=
If so, the applicant
shall describe
specif=
ically
those circumstances
=~==-===-===~---==a=-=====--......,=-====-Has applicant 9 Partners~
Associates
or Co~porate Officers
ever been con~
victed ~fa felony?.<fD If so» the applicant
shall desc~ibe specifically
those c1vcumst~nceso ·
•

Addit~onal. information
may be ~equired by the Town Council prior to the
issuarice of said permit 9 including
but no llmi tea to a cop;,· of the
applicant 0 s current
liquor licensee
The fee for a Special Amusement Pe~mit shall be~
and payable when application
is made fo~ said permito

non~refundable

ft

For Town Office
· 'unicipal

Use Only~

Officet•s:

App~oved:
Disapprove~
Comment:

--=-======

Application
Received~
Public Notice Postedg=
Date Issued:
==,===-~==
Date of E~pirat1on:
~=====

ITEM
07-170
To hold a Public Hearing to consider and act on establishment
of Route I 00 TIF District.

TABLED

MEMORANDUM
TOWN

OF

CUMBERLAND,

290

TUTTLE

CUMBERLAND,
TEL:

Town Council

From:

William R. Shane, Town Manager

Date:

November 7, 2007

Re:

TIF Subcommittee Report

ROAD
MAINE

207-829-2205

To:

MAINE

04021

FAX:

829-2224

\Ji

The TIF subcommittee met on November 5, 2007 to discuss the establishment of two new TIF Districts
on Rt. 100. The establishment of the 2 districts will allow the Council to offer Credit Enhancement
Agreements to invite development along he new commercial corridor in concert with new zones and the
new Rt. 100 Design Criteria.

The subcommittee recommends consideration for 2 TIF Districts, District 4 would comprise the
southern portion of the new VOCI and TIF District 5 would comprise the entire VCC zone (see
Attached maps).

I am recommending two public hearings be held; one on December 10, 2007 and a second on January
14, 2008 (for action). The Town Attorney will be preparing the fonnal documents required to develop a

TIF District and they will be modified, if necessary, after your public hearings.

Office of the Town Manager, Town of Cumberland• 290 Tuttle Road, Cumberland, Maine 04021
Telephone (207) 829-2205
Fax (207) 829-2224

~+"
•

Route 100 Draft Zoning
Town of Cumberland
Draft 18
October 2007

D

Proposed Route 100 Zoning

D
D

Village Center Commercial (142 acres) VIiiage Office Commercial I (105acres)

e

~

VIiiage Office Commercial II (42acres)
Mixed Use (49 acres)
Village Medium Density Residential (37 acres}

Indicates zone does not follow property line (splits parcel)

ITEM
07-171
To authorize payments for FY08 Senior Circuit Breaker Progra1n.

2007 SENIOR CIRCUIT BREAKER PROGRAM

FIRST NAME
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39

Joan M.
Flossie K.
Barbara M.
Robert
Ruth J.
Charlotte B.
Robert S.
Marqaret J.
Richard P.
RobertW.
Glenna A
Jacqueline M.
John J.
Arthur V.
Delores W.
OlgaM.
Nelson B.
Dorothy M.
Henry R.
Donald E.
Beryl C.
James E.
Sally B.
Joan F.
WilliamJ.
Donald E.
Herbert L.
Roland E.
A.Stephen
WilliamE.
Alan R.
Jeannette H.
Kathleen B.
Richard W.
William A
Sylvia A
Ellen S.
Irene F.
Ruth M.

LAST NAME
Banks
Barton
Butler
Carlson
Clark
Copp
Curneil
Darlinq
Day
Eaton
Eliason
Fossett
Gaqel
Greco
Greer
Hammons
Haynes
Hill
Hilliard, Jr.
Jacobsen
Lowell
Lynch
Maynard
McCarthy
McGonaqle
Myers
Powers
Powers
Riley
Sanborn
Smith
Sylvester
Taylor
Taylor
Thurston
Thompkins
Turner
Turner
Wright

ADDRESS
56 Hawthorne Court
328 Greelv Road
8 Willow Lane
1 Brookside Drive
13 Crestwood Road
21 Blackstrap Road
291 Blanchard Road
7 Linden Court
3 Friar Lane
420 Greely Road Ext.
42 Hawthorne Court
333 Main Street
32 Pleasant Valley Rd.
2 Carriaqe Road
30 Skillings Road
29 Skillinqs Road
104 Harris Road
45 Hawthorne Ct.
17 Lanewood Road
17 Crystal Lane
28 Woodside Drive
7 Blackstrap Road
77 ForesideRoad
25 Woodside Drive
2 Broad Cove Way
268 Gray Road
57 Old Farm Road
37 Skillin Road
11 Birch Lane
15 Grav Road
62 Mill Road
72 Middle Road
25 Farwell Avenue
53 Mere Wind Drive
211 Blanchard Road
3 Lawn Avenue
42 Foreside Road
319 Main Street
2 Longview Street

AMOUNT
$250.20
$500.00
$500.00
$405.96
$500.00
$500.00
$284.67
$162.84
$500.00
$500.00
$225.30
$500.00
$500.00
$500.00
$500.00
$220.58
$500.00
$400.00
$500.00
$449.02
$500.00
$459.00
$253.90
$500.00
$500.00
$91.00
$500.00
$216.82
$500.00
$197.25
$407.78
$500.00 Not verified
$500.00
$500.00
$500.00
$500.00
$500.00 Not verified
$500.00
$500.00

$16,524.32

2007 SENIOR CIRCUIT BREAKER LIST- Council .xis

9:44 AM 12/6/2007

TOWN OF CUMBERLAND
PROPERTY TAX ASSISTANCE ORDINANCE
Section 1. Purpose
The purpose of this Ordinance is to establish a program to provide property tax assistance
to persons 70 years of age and over who reside in the Town of Cumberland. Under this
program, the Town of Cumberland will provide supplemental cash refund payments to
those individuals who qualify as Cumberland resident beneficiaries of the State of Maine
Residents Property Tax Program pursuant to Chapter 907 of Title 36 of the Maine
Revised Statutes and meet the criteria established by this Ordinance.

Section 2. Definitions
Homestead: A homestead is a dwelling owned or rented by the person seeking tax
assistance under this Ordinance or held in a revocable living trust for the benefit of that
person. The dwelling must be occupied by that person and that person's dependents as a
home.
Qualifying applicant: A qualifying applicant is a person who is detennined by the Town
Manager, after review of a complete application under Section 4 of this Ordinance, to be
eligible for a refund payment under the terms of this Ordinance.

Section 3. Criteria for Participation
In order to participate in the Property Tax Assistance Program, an applicant shall
demonstrate all of the following:
a. The applicant shall be 70 years of age or more at the time of application.
b. The applicant shall have a homestead in the Town of Cumberland at the time
of the application and for the entire year prior to the date of application.
c. The applicant has received a refund under the provisions of Chapter 907 of 36 M.R.S.A.
d. The applicant has been a resident of the Town of Cumberland for at least ten
years immediately proceeding the date of application for participation in the
Program.

1
Cumberland Property Tax Assistance Ordinance- Draft 3.doc

Section 4. Application and Payment Procedures
Persons seeking to participate in the Property Tax Assistance Program shall submit a
th
written request to the Town Manager no later than August 15th. November 15 •
Applications are required every year to participate in this program. The Town Manager
shall provide an application form for the program, which shall include, at a minimum, the
applicant's nan1e, homestead address and contact information. Attached to all
applications shall be proof and dollar amount (copy of check) of State Refund under
Chapter 907 of Title 36 (State Circuit Breaker Program). The Town Manager shall review
and dete1mine if the application is complete and accurate and if the applicant is otherwise
eligible to participate in the Program. The Town Manager shall notify an applicant if an
application is determined to be incomplete. The Town Manager's decision on eligibility
to participate in the Program shall be final.

Section 5. Determination of eligibility and amount of eligibility
If the Town Manager determines that the applicant is eligible to participate in the
Program, he shall determine the total an1ount of such eligibility. Eligibility shall be the
lesser of the following amounts:
a. The amount of the refund awarded by the State under Chapter 907, Title 36
M.R.S.A. (Maine Circuit Breaker Program) or;
b.

Available monies in the Town Circuit Breaker fund or;

C.

$500.00.

The Town Manager shall report to the Town Council at their first meeting in December
Oetober each year the projected payments and number of eligible applicant requesting
assistance for the program fund.

Section 6. Program Fund - Limitations upon payments
Payments under this Ordinance shall be conditioned upon the existence of sufficient
monies in the Program Fund the year in which participation is sought. If there are not
sufficient monies in the Program Fund to pay all qualifying applicants under this
Ordinance, payments shall be limited to the amounts available in the Fund. In the event
that a lack of funding results in no payment or less than the full payment to a qualifying
applicant, the request will not caiTy over to the next year.

2
Cumberland Property Tax Assistance Ordinance- Draft 3.doc

Section 7. Creation of the Program Fund
The Program Fund from which payments shall be made under the terms of this Ordinance
shall be created as follows:
As funds are available, the Town Council shall annually appropriate monies from the
general fund or other sources to support this program. Any surplus monies available after
all payments have been made shall be carried forward within the Fund to the next fiscal
year.

Section 8. Timing of Payments
A person who qualifies for payment under this Program shall be mailed a check for the
full amount (or pro-rated amow1t if inadequate funds are available) no later than
December 15th November 15 for the year in which participation is sought

Section 9. Limitations upon payments
Only one qualifying applicant per household shall be entitled to payment under this
Program each year. The right to file an application under this Ordinance is personal to
the applicant and does not survive the applicant's death, but the right may be exercised on
behalf of an applicant by the applicant's legal guardian or attorney-in-fact. If an applicant
dies after having filed a timely complete application that results in a determination of
qualification, the amount determined by the Town Manager shall be disbursed to another
member of the household as determined by the Town Assessor or the Town Manager. If
the applicant was the only member of a household, then no payment shall be made under
this Ordinance.

3
Cumberland Property Tax Assistance Ordinance- Draft 3.doc

ITEM
07-172
To consider and act on a new program to refund overpayment
of motor vehicle excise tax.

December 6, 2007

TO:
FROM:

RE:

Chairman Porter and Town Council members
William R. Shane, Town Manager
Excise Refund Option

The State of Maine Bureau of Motor Vehicles (BMV) has on occasion authorized a
refund of the state registration fee upon transfer of a motor vehicle. In the past, the state
left the municipality to determine whether to refund the registrant the associated excise
taxes paid from the cancelled registration. It has not been Cumberland's practice to
refund excise taxes.
The state legislature recently enacted a law that states that if the excise credit exceeds the
amount of excise tax transferred to another vehicle, a municipality may choose, but is 11ot
required to refund the excess amount. "If a municipality chooses to refund excess
amounts it must do so in all instances where there is an excess amount." The excess
amount is determined by deducting the replacement vehicle's excise tax from the excise
tax paid for a previously registered vehicle that is transferred, lost by fire, theft or
accident, or permanently junked or abandoned, within the same registration year. This
sum shall be returned to the owner or lessee as a refund.
Because the law is "optional," the BMV will not mandate the software companies that
provide registration software to implement this change; therefore, each transaction must
be manually identified and calculated (as seen in the attached examples). In fiscal year
2007, approximately 15 registrants would have qualified for a refund, with refunds
ranging anywhere from $100 to $500.

In order to eliminate any chance of fraud, to ensure that calculations are correct, and to
create an audit trail of each transaction, it is necessary for the Finance department to
process a refund check - clearly, we do not want our clerks issuing cash refunds at the
counter. The documentation will be forwarded to the Finance Department to process a
refund through the AP system, tl1ereby creating a second transaction.
A poll of southern Maine communities finds that to date only the City of Saco has
adopted the refund policy. And, the only other community that we are aware of statewide is Carrabassett Valley.

.ToWNOF

CuMBERLAND,

MAINE

290 Tuttle Road
Cumberland Center, Maine 04021-9321
Telephone (207) 829-5559

• Fax (207) 829-2214

TO:

NADEEN DANIELS, TOWN CLERK
BILL SHANE, TOWN MANAGER
ALEX KIMBALL, FINANCE DIRECTOR

FROM:

TAMMY O'DONNELL, DEPUTY CLERK/TAX COLLECTOR

SUBJECT:

LD 227 "An Act To Allow the Reimbursement of Motor Vehicle Excise
Taxes in Certain Cases. This amends the excise tax law to provide that if
The credit available exceeds the amount transferred to another vehicle, a
Municipality may choose, but is not required to refund the excess amount.
If a municipality chooses to refund excess amounts it must do so in all
Instances where there is an excess amount."

DATE:

October 29, 2007

I know that the majority of the towns that I have spoken with are opting not to refund
excise tax. One of the major reasons is; if a Municipality decides to adopt this policy,
they must do so across the board. This means that if someone registered a vehicle in
Cape Elizabeth 5 months ago; they have now moved to Cumberland and purchased a new
vehicle; they decide to take a transfer credit on the new vehicle; we have to refund
whatever the excise credit amount is, even though they originally paid the excise tax to
Cape Elizabeth.
We have a small number of people who take excise tax credit that is more than the excise
tax that they are required to pay on their new vehicles. This occurs only when an owner
trades his/her vehicle for another vehicle of lesser value. They essentially lose the money
that would be refunded back to them now.
Below, is an example of what would occur if the Town decides to adopt the new law:
I own a 2007 BMW, my excise tax paid when registering the vehicle was $950.00. I
have decided to trade that vehicle to a 2007 Buick. My excise tax on the Buick is
$650.00. I decide to take the excise tax credit that I paid 6 months ago on the BMW.
Under cuITent procedures, I would lose the extra $300.00 that I paid six months ago
($950.00-$650.00), and it would cost$ I 5.00 to register my new Buick for 6 months. If
we adopt this new procedure, I would be refunded the extra $300.00.

Some towns that have opted not to refund excise tax are: Yarmouth, Buxton, Waterboro,
Turner, and Mechanic Falls. Canabassett Valley is the only Municipality I am aware of
that has adopted the new refund procedure.
My recommendation would be not to refund the excise tax. I do not like the fact that
even though a vehicle was registered in another town, we would be responsible to refund
that excise tax. I am on the other hand, very aware of the public's response to us not
refunding the money. As we know, the excise tax is one of the most conh·oversial taxes
in the state, and I sh·ongly believe that we will have some very upset people if they are
aware that we had an option to refund their money, but chose not to do so.
As a consumer and a taxpayer, I would be lying if I said I did not want my money
refunded to me if I was in this situation. As a tax collector, I do not wish to add another
expense onto the budget when it is not required to do so. I believe that adopting this
refund option would result in approximately $2,000 - $3,000 in annual refunds.
Thank you for your time.

48513821
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ITEM
07-173
To consider and act on a municipal warrant for unlicensed dog
owners and keepers.

STATE OF MAINE
DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE FOOD & RURAL RESOURCES
ANIMAL WELFARE PROGRAM
28 State House Station, AUGUSTA, MAINE 04333-0028
(207)287-3846

MUNICIPAL WARRANT FOR PROSECUTING
UNLICENSED DOG OWNERS-KEEPERS

STATE OF MAINE
Title 7 MRSA Section 3943
CUMBERLAND

COUNTY,

MAINE

(town's county)
To
CHARLES
BURNIE
a Police Officer(s), Constable(s) or *Animal Control Officer(s)
(n_a~e ~f animal contr8tfi.WffifL'A~Pfacting in that capacity)
of the mumc1pahty of
;or
(name of town)
Sheriff/Deputy *Sheriff
___

C_U_M_B_E_R_L_A_N_D_C_O_U_N_T_Y
______

withinthe county of

(town's sheriff department name)
CUMBERLAND
(town's county)
In the name of the State of Maine and in accordance with the provisions of Title 7 MRSA Section 3943 as amended
you are hereby directed to send a notice of violation or call on, the attached list of owners/keepers of a dog (six
months old as of January Isl last) that are unlicensed in violation of Title 7 MRSA Chapter 721.
You are also hereby to make a demand on the owner or keeper to obtain a license from the municipal clerk within
seven (7) days from the date of the demand and to remit to the clerk the license and recording fees plus a late fee of
$25.00 per dog licensed.
Finally, you are hereby directed to enter summons and complaint as soon as possible for those owners/keepers who
fail to comply with the order.
And you will make return of this warrant, with your doings thereon, to the Municipal Officers of said
CUMBERLAND
by July 1st of this year.
(town's name)
Given under our hands at CUMBERLAND
in the County of
CUMBERLAND
(towns name)
(town's county)
on the ___
day of________
A.D., 20__
.
day
month
year
For Municipal Officers or Town/City Manager-Administrative Assistant of Mayor of~
(town's name)
signature

signature
*Strike out those non applicable entities.

signature

signature

RETURN OF WARRANT
CUMBERLAND, MAINE
55

CUMBERLAND
(town'scounty)

_...C
....
U,...M_B~E-H~l~,A_N~O~-------(town's name)
I,
. C~UCK BWcRN±-E
. .
.
a Police Officer(s), Constable (s), Animal (name of
(amma control of 1ceror personactmg m that capacity)
Control Officer(s) of the municipality of
CUMBERLAND
;or
(town's name)
To the MunicipalClerkof__

CUMBERLAND
(town's county)
warrant was issued, do hereby make return of the said warrant.

Sheriff/Deputy Sheriff within the County of

to whom the above

I enter complaint before the District Court ofthe--:-~.,.,.--=------,----,------.,..----District,
( **district court number i.e. !,IV, XII)
Division of--:-:GUM-BER-LAND
at
PORT-IrAND>--:---:---:-:--:---against
the
(the couni'rthe ~1stnct court covers)
(tfi€lown court is located in)
attached sheet listing the owners and keepers of said unlicensed dogs, on the dates also listed.
Date_.,---__________
:*Sheriff/Deputy Sheriff, *Police Officer(s), *Constable(s), *Animal Control
Officer(s):.____________________
_
(signature of the animal control officer or person acting in that capacity)
of

------------------

(town's name or if sheriff - sheriff department's name)

•Stike out those non npplicnblc entities.

7 § 3943. Municipal warrants
I.Procedure. Between February Ist and April I st annually, the municipal officers of each municipality shall
issue a warrant with the names and addresses of all owner' or keepers of unlicensed dogs to one or more police
officers, constables, sheriffs or animal control officers, directing them to send a notice of violation to the last known
address of the owners or keepers or call on the owners or keepers. The warrant must further direct that demand be
made on the owners or keepers to obtain a license from the municipal clerk within 7 days from the date of demand
and remit to the clerk the license and recording fees plus a late fee of$25 for each dog that is licensed. Finally, the
warrant must direct the police officer, constable, sheriff or animal control officer to enter summons and complaint as
soon as possible for all owners or keepers so notified who fail to comply with the order.
2. Returns of warrant. Each police officer, constable, sheriff or animal control officer to whom the warrant is
issued shall return the warrant to the municipal clerk on or before July I st of each year.
.. DistrictCoun Locations:
Augusta (Dist VII, S.Kcnncbcc)
Bangor (Disti Ill Penobscot)
Bur Harbor (Dist V, S.Hnncock)
Bath-Brunswick(Dist VI, Sagadahoc)
Belfast (Dist V, Waldo)
Biddeford(Dist X, E.York)
Bridgton(Dist IX, N.Cumbcrlnnd)
Calais (Dist IV, N. Washington)
Caribou (Dist I, E.Aroostook)
Dover-Foxcrofl(Dist XII, Piscataquis)

Ellswonh (Dist V, Cent. Hancock)
Farmington(Dist XII, Franklin)
Fon Kent (Dist I, W. Aroostook)
Houlton (Dist II. S. Aroostook)
Lewiston (Dist VIII, S. Androscoggin)
Lincoln (Dist XII, Cent. Penobscot)
Livermore Falls (Dist XI, Androscoggin)
Machias (Dist IV, S. Washington)
Madawasku(Dist I, W. Aroostook)
Millinocket(Dist XIII, N. Penobscot)
Newpon (Dist 111,W.Penobscot)

Ponlnnd (Dist XI, N.Oxford)
Presque Isle (Dist II, Cent Aroostook)
Rockland (Dist VI, Knox)
Rumford (Dist XI. N. Oxford)
Skowhegan(Dist XII, S. Somerset)
Springvale(Dist X, W.York)
Van Buren (Dist I, W. Aroostook)
Waterville (Dist VII, N.Kcnnebcc)
Wiscasset (Dist VI, Lincoln)
York (Dist X, S. York)

STATE OF MAINE
DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE FOOD & RURAL RESOURCES
ANIMAL WELFARE PROGRAM
28 STATE HOUSE STATION AUGUSTA, MAINE 04333-0028
(207)287-3846 FAX (207)624-5028

MUNICIPAL WARRANT FOR PROSECUTING UNLICENSED DOG OWNERS

QUESTIONNAIRE
CIRCLE A, B, OR C AND COMPLETE
7 MRSA § 3943. A warrant is an order for municipal officers directing a police officer, constable, sheriff or
animal control officer to enter a complaint and summons against the owners or keepers of unlicensed dogs
following notice of and noncompliance with a violation of law.

A. A warrant wasn't necessary. All dog owners have licensed their dog(s).

B. The warrant is complete as of this date and I have filled out the information below to the best of
my knowledge.

(+)__

(-)
(=) __

1. Total number of owners on initial warrant that have not licensed their dog(s) since
last year.
2. Subtract number of owners dropped from warrant because they no longer own the
dog, have moved, or licensed their dog after the warrant was complete.
3. Equals the number of owners that have refused to license their dog(s) after given a 7
day warning and have been or are in the process of being summonsed to court.

C. The warrant is not completed as of this date because:

1.
*2.
*3.
4.

The animal control officer, constable, police officer or sheriff is still working on the
warrant and the estimated completion date is
---------The town has no officer to follow through on a warrant.
I am unfamiliar with a warrant and need more infonnation on what my
responsibilities are and how to complete one.
Other:.~-----------------------

* The warrant must be complete by law. For assistance you may call this office.
A copy of the warrant is not needed by this office. Please keep the warrant with your records for a
minimum of three years.

Municipality: __________________
Town Clerk's Signature: ______________

_
_

RETURN BY JULY 10TH
Date:

--------

ITEM
07-174
To consider and act on cancellation of Dece1nber 24, 2007
Town Council meeting.

